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for Congress
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Hall Contracting of Kentucky
reports the initial phase of steel
assembly as part of efforts to
place a new span on the US
68/KY 80 Eggners Ferry Bridge
at Aurora is nearing completion.
On Tuesday, a crew was
checking and tightening the
14,000 bolts required to connect
beams that make up the 322-foot
replacement truss. Once all bolts
are placed and torqued to speciKentucky
fications,
Cabinet
Transportation
Inspectors will run a safetycheck on a substantial number of
the bolts to assure they are properly secured.
Due to the intense level of
work at the riverport, police
have secured the area as a safety
measure. No unauthorized personnel will be allowed to enter
the riverport.
A tow boat and two barges
have arrived at the site to prepare to,Itansport the span from
the assembly yard to the bridge.
That move, expected to be
scheduled later this week, will
be highly weather-dependent.
In addition to closely monitoring the weather and wind conditions critical to the move, Hall
engineers continue working out
a detailed plan to use two cranes

•See Page 2A
Murray business
to be featured on
Science Channel
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer

Local business Spoilable
Scoreboards will be featured
Thursday on a segment of the
television show "How It's
Made,- which airs on the
Science Channel.
"How It's Made" provides a
step-by-step look at the process
of creating an everyday product, with on-site footage and
voice-over narration. The fiveminute segment on how score-
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Daily Forecast
The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 73.
Wednesday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 48
Thursday: Mostly sunny.
with a high near 71.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 48
Friday: Sunny. with a high
near 75,
Friday Night: Mostly clear.
with a low around 53
Saturday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 77.
Saturday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 58.
Sunday: A chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly
cloudy, with a high near 76

By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Wesley Korir, a former Murray
State University student and winner
of the 2012 Boston Marathon, visited town on Tuesday to support next
year's Murray Half Marathon and
talk about his charitable foundation.
Korir won the Los Angeles
Marathon twice before winning the
Boston Marathon on April 16 of this
year. He attended MSU for one year
before transferring to the University
" of Louisville. Korir said he had
turned down many offers and invitations to speaking engagements since
winning in Boston, but he didn't
want to turn down a chance to return
to Murray.
"I feel honored to be back at
Murray State," he said at a morning

press conference. "This is where my
life in America began."
At an outside luncheon held later
behind the Center for Health &
Wellness, Korir said he was honored
to be back in Murray and help promote the Murray Half Marathon. He
said it always makes him happy to
see someone run a race because he
felt that running was the cheapest
and easiest way to stay healthy. He
recalled an old priest who once told
him that running was the "best medicine for aging."
"People think I'm 19 years old,"
said Korir, who is 29. "I'm not 19
years old. That's why I don't shave.
Because if I shave, they think I'm a
baby."
Korir said he felt strongly about
fighting obesity because it is a grow-

ing problem in the United States.
"If somebody dies because of obesity or if someone struggles because
of being obese. I feel sad because it
is something that is preventable," he
said. "When a hurricane comes and
kills people or an earthquake comes
and kills people, we can be sad for
that honestly because that is beyond
our control. But when somebody
dies because of something that he or
she could have prevented, or if
somebody lives the rest of his life
sad or having trouble walking or
having trouble breathing or having
trouble having fun as a human being
because' of something that he or she
could have prevented, it's a serious
sad thing for me to see that.

•See Page 3A
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Alexander's opera to
be performed in N.Y.
Special

Alexander

to the Ledger
LIBERTY, N.Y. - "The
Way Home," a spoken
opera by Murray writer
Alexander,
Constance
will be performed in New
York at the Liberty Free
Theatre on Friday, May
11, at 7:30 p.m. Proceeds
from the performance will
go to the Emergency

•See Page 2A
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Young Authors Camp
faces precarious
financial future
By ANGIE HATTON
Staff Writer
The Young Authors Camp,
hosted by Murray State
University's Department of
English and Philosophy is
hoping to be able to finance its
week of arts activities solely
through enrollment fees following state budget cuts that
slashed the camp's funding.
The week-long camp for
children ages 8-12 is scheduled for June 4-8 in Murray.
Dr. Rusty Jones, MSU English
professor and camp director,
said students from a wide area
in western Kentucky and
Tennessee have enjoyed the
program for nearly 15 years.
In addition to enrollment

9

fees,the camp has been funded
through the Purchase Area
Writers Project (PAWP), and
the Murray State University
English Department, said
Jones. Money from the PAWP
and MSU has gone to pay for
six fully-trained area teachers,
who lead the creative activities
during the camp, as well as for
supplies and transportation to
off-site locations.
"When the state cut so much
money (this General Assembly
session) both to public universities and to projects like the
Purchase Area Writers Project,
which was mandated to help
writers all around the west

•See Page 2A
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ROAD CLOSURE: Scott Fitts Road was closed Tuesday between Pottertown Road and
Douglas Road as a crew with the Calloway County Road Department replaced a culvert along
the road The roadway was reopened late Tuesday afternoon.
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2012 Boston Marathon champion,
former MSU student, visits Murray
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Calloway County Judge Executive Larry Elkins, right, presents 2012 Boston Marathon winner Wesley Konr
with a Kentucky Colonel certificate from the Governor's Office during Konr's visit to Murray Tuesday.

By KEN THOMAS
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pressuring
Congress, President Barack Obama is laying out an election year "to do" list
Tuesday that urges lawmakers to take
another look at economic proposals to promote job creation and help families refinance their mortgages.
The White House said
Mama planned to discuss
the list during a stop at
college science complex
in Albany, N.Y. It's the
president's latest attempt
to portray congressional
Republicans as obstructing his economic agenda
at a time when millions of
Obama
Americans are out of
work. Obama has sought
to tie Republican Mitt Romney to GOP
leaders in Congress, arguing that the likely
GOP presidential nominee would simply
rubber-stamp their policies.
Obama's wish list includes a number of
'proposals that he has outlined previously
but have failed to gain traction in
Congress. They include eliminating tax
incentives for companies that ship jobs
overseas and promoting new tax credits for
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entrance to the Land Between
The Lakes National Recreation
Area, providing a key transportation link for summer tourism
From Front
travel in the Kentucky's Western
to lift the steel truss onto one of Lakes Region.
the barges, then move the cranes
Hall Contracting faces a
onto the other barge. Once load- $50,000 penalty for each day the
ing is complete, the boat will company goes beyond the May
make the roughly 30-mile trip 27th opening deadline. The
from the Eddyville Riverport Eggners Ferry Bridge normally
down Lake Barkley, through the carries about 2,600 vehicles
LBL Canal, then up Kentucky across Kentucky Lake each day
Lake to Aurora.
at the Marshall-Trigg County
Four reinforced concrete Line between Aurora and Cadiz.
pedestals have been poured atop
The U.S. 68/KY 80 Eggners
the existing bridge piers to allow Ferry Bridge has been closed
the new steel truss to match the since January 26th when the
elevation of the existing truss. 8200 ton cargo ship Delta
Once the steel truss is in place on Mariner slammed into the bridge
the bridge, a new concrete deck and knocked a single 322-foot
will be poured. The concrete span into Kentucky Lake.
will then have to cure several
The Eggners Ferry Bridge was
days before traffic can be fully opened to traffic in 1931. It was
raised in 1946 when Kentucky
restored at the crossing.
Hall Contracting has a $7 mil- Lane was impounded. Efforts to
lion contract to replace the miss- construct a new bridge at the
ing span with a requirement that Eggners Ferry site and a new
the bridge be reopened to traffic bridge over Lake Barkley at
by Memorial Day weekend. Canton are now in pre-design
The bridge serves as the western phase.
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opera...
From Front
Kentucky region, a lot of the
smaller projects' funding vanished. So we suddenly found
ourselves with no way to pay
our creative writing instructors," said Jones.
Jones said instructors have
agreed to take a pay cut to help
offset the loss of funding.
However, the camp must still
meet enrollment quotas to be
able to go ahead this summer, he
said. Last year, around 40 students participated in the camp.
Jones said between 45-50 students must enroll for this summer to meet revenue needs.
The camp is relying on enrollment revenue this year because
there was not time to find alternative funding due to the short
notice of the cuts, said Jones. In
a tight budget year, some reductions were expected, but Jones
said he did not foresee the total
loss of funding from PAWP.
"This year, we really didn't
have time to fmd alternate funding sources," knes stated. "I
think next year, I'm going to
really have to beat the bushes.
I'm going to have to find out
what the Kentucky Arts Council

can do, maybe look for some
federal funding. ... We've really
got to find ways to keep these
Arts programs going because
they seem to be the first to go
when budgets get tight."
Jones said it is important to
him to keep the camp going
because Arts summer camps are
not as plentiful as camps
focused on other extra-curricular activities. He said the Young
Authors Camp has a reputation
as a high-quality creative experience that is both educational
and fun.
"For all its years, it's been a
fabulous opportunity for kids
who are creative, in writing and
artistically, to have that outlet,"
stated Jones.
Jones encouraged area parents
to consider enrolling their children and asked that other people
help identify children who
would be interested in the program. He said he hopes to make
a decision by mid May on
whether enough Athletics are
enrolled to go fori*ard with the
camp.
For more information about
the Young Authors Camp, contact Jones at 809-2397.

From Front
Relief Fund of CROC,Citizens
Reunited to Overcome Cancer.
"The Way Home" weaves
together stories of three women
from western Kentucky. Two of
the characters are fighting cancer, and the third is a reporter
who interviews them through all
phases of their treatment. Ms.
Alexander wrote the piece as a
result of a documentary radio
series she produced on end of
life issues with WKMS-FM,the
National Public Radio affiliate
in western Kentucky.
"The Way Home" has been
presented across the country, in
New York, California, Illinois,
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana,
New Jersey, and several places
around Kentucky. Every production has'been...a andraiser
for an organization or cause
related to the themes in the play.
The playwright does not accept
royalties.
Paul Austin,founder and artistic director of the Liberty Free
Theatre in Sullivan County,
N.Y., has acted and directed on
and off-Broadway, and in
regional theatres around the

country. He and Alexander met
when he started in her monodrama, "Pinstripe Suite," at
HB
York
City's
New
Playwrights Studio, and also in
New Hope, Penn.
"It is an honor that Paul would
bring "The Way Home" to
Liberty," Alexander said. "The
production will be raising funds
for an important cause, and also
allows the voices of the two
women who inspired the piece
to be heard once again. To me,
that is the best return any playwright can enjoy from her
work."
"The.Way Home" was written
with. support Trom Kentucky
Foundation for Women and the
Ragdale Foundation.
For more information about
the playwright, contact her at
constancealexander4newwave
comm.net. Information about
the Liberty Free Theatre is
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available at www.libertyfreetheatre.org.
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From Front
boards are manufactured will
air at 8 p.m. as part of episode
four of the program's 10th season.
A film crew visited Murray
for one day last fall to get the
footage at the company's manufacturing
plant. Sportable
Scoreboards CEO Mike Daniel
said it was neat to have people
come in who curious to know
about things company employees do every day.
"It's what our manufacturing
team does every day — and
they do a great job — five days
a week, is produce scoreboards,
and it's all the way from start to
finish, we do everything in
house. And it's an interesting
spin on the day, that someone
wants to know what I do, that
-ioto provided
iourt memlee Wilson
is Dustin

•
exander met
her monoSuite," at
ity's

they're interested in that
process. It was just a lot of fun
for us," said Daniel.
Daniel said scoreboards are a
product that not many people
spend a lot of time thinking
about.
"It's not something people
slow down to think about," he
said. "You go to an athletic
event and you just assume that
you're going to have a scoreboard there. ... So for people to
realize that there's a whole story
to how that scoreboard was
manufactured and arrived on
their field, that's an interesting
thing."
Sportable Scoreboards manufactures athletic scoring equipment for clients around the
country and internationally. The
company celebrated its 25th
year of operation last summer.

UK trustees vote for 6 percent tuition, fees hike
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
board of trustees has voted to
increase student tuition and fees
by 6 percent.
The board voted Tuesday. following plans announced last
month to increase tuition as
state funding for postsecondary

HB

education saw a 6.4 percent cut.
The Courier-Journal reports
the change for in-state tuition
for underclassmen will be $274,
from $4,564 to $4,838, per
semester in the 2012-13 academic year. Upper division students will also see costs climb
from $4,696 to $4,978.

Ky. Baptist
Convention
cutting staff
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— The Kentucky Baptist
Convention has announced
the departure of 23 fulltime workers and four parttime employees.
The convention said on
Monday that the workers
had taken incentives to
either fruit early or resign.
The Courier-Journal reports
the cuts will leave the convention with 43 full-time
employees at its building in
Louisville and eight serving
as ministers on university
and college campuses.
The move comes after the
Kentucky convention voted
in 2010 to shift more of its
money to nation programs
that support missions, seminaries and policy advocacy. The following year, it
cut five full-time positions
and implemented a wage
freeze.
The convention also cited
a decline in giving as a reason for offering the departure incentives to employ-

who sponsored his education,
he would have never made it to
"So to see people running
MSU and earned a biology
marathons, to see people rundegree at U of L.
ning half marathons, to see
Korir said he partly credited
people running 5K, it's just an
his biology degree for his
honor to see that because it
Boston victory because it
gives somebody something to
meant he understood how
work toward."
important it was to stay hydratKorir spoke about his charity, ed
and not push himself too
the Kenyan Kids Foundation,
hard at the beginning of the
which helps pay for the educarace. He said drinking a lot of
tion of children near Korir's
water and pacing himself
hometown of Kitale, Kenya.
allowed him to combat the heat
According to the charity's
that day to win over faster runwebsite, kenyankidsfoundaners.
tion.org, the organization is
Keith Travis, vice president
also attempting to build a hosof institutional development at
pital there and is helping severMurray-Calloway
County
al poor families grow their
Hospital, said he had wanted to
own crops to become self-sufinvite Korir to Murray after
ficient.
hearing about the Boston win.
Korir said education was
He said he called Marilyn
very important to him and
Buchanon, a member of the
spoke of the times he went to
MSU Board of Regents, about
school as a child and was sent
the idea, and MSU Athletic
home because he had no
Director Allen Ward eventually
money to pay the school fees.
took on the task of bringing
He said he didn't get to eat
Korir to town.
supper many nights and that if
MCCH CEO Jerry Penner
it hadn't been for a kind priest
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small businesses and for companies to develop clean energy.
For veterans, Obama planned
to press Congress to pass legislation creating a Veterans Job
Corps to help service members
returning home from Iraq and
Afghanistan find work as police
officers and firefighters.
And to address the housing
crisis, Obama was expected to
press', anew on a measure
,designed to help homeowners
refinance their homes at lower
interest rates. Obama was making the housing pitch during a
stop Friday in Reno, Nev., the
state that has been the epicenter
of the nation's housing meltdown.
Obama was issuing his list

during a stop at the College of
Nanoscale
Science
and
Engineering at the State
University of New York. The
president has made a number of
trips to universities, manufacturing plants and technology
firms, seeking to promote
research and development.
Republicans said they had a
lengthy list of their own in the
form of bills that have cleared
the GOP-led
House but
remained bogged down by
Democrats.
Senate
They
accused Obama of recycling old
ideas.
"We've passed nearly 30 jobs
bills to increase American competitiveness, expand domestic
energy production and rein in
the red tape that is burdening
small businesses. Democrats are

blocking every one of them."
said
Brendan
Buck,
a
spokesman for House Speaker
John Boehner, R-Ohio.
White House spokesman Jay
Carney, without detailing the
specifics of Obama's trip to
Albany, said Monday that
Congress was under increasing
pressure to approve measures to
help the economy.
"Every member of the House
is up for election this year and a
third of the Senate, and each of
those members who are running
for re-election has to explain to
his or her constituents what they
did while they were in
Washington these last two
years. Did they just say no?"
Carney said.
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Mark Arneson

Obituaries

Mark Arneson, 55, of Murray, Ky died Tuesday. May 8,2012. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Arrangements are incomplete at
this time at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Danny hvan Pitbnan Sr.

Nlurra

Kentucky

News in Brief

Due to family requests. funeral services tor Danny lrvan Pittman
Sr., 66. of Murray, Ky., will be held Wednesday, May 9. 2012, at
Horace Thomas Sholar
10:30 a.m. at Glendale Road Church of Christ. John Dale and
Funeral services for Horace Thomas Sholar, 69. of Aurora, Ky., Jockey enters not guilty plea to charge
Steven Hunter will officiate and burial will follow in the Ivy
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) - An attorney for jockey Robby.
will be held Thursday, May 10.2012, at I p.m. in the Chapel of the
Cemetery. Visitation was held Tuesday. May 8.2012.from 5-9 p.m.
Collier Funeral Home in Benton. The Rev. Robert McKinney and Albarado says the veteran rider is worried his racing career is at
at the funeral home.
the Rev. David Allbritten will officiate. Interment will follow in the risk as he faces an assault charge. •
Mr. Pittman died Sunday. May 6.2012. in New Concord.
Albarado's attorney. Scott Barton,entered a not guilty plea
Palestine Cemetery, Dexter. Visitation will be held
He was born April 21, 1946. in Murray. He was a deacon at New
from 5-8 p.m. Wednesday. May 9, 2012 at the Tuesday in Jefferson District Court for Albarado. The jockey was
Concord Church of Christ and a 1971 graduate of Murray State
arrested Friday and charged with fourth-degree assault for allegedfuneral home.
University. He was a partner of Falwell and
Mr. Sholar died Monday. May 7, 2012, at 9:22 ly accosting a woman who said she was trying to break up with
Pittman farms with his brother-in-law, Grundy
him.
a.m. at the Trigg County Hospital in Cadiz, KY.
Falwell since 1973. Mr. Pittman was also an Air
Ablarado's arrest came hours before he was to ride in the $1 milBorn Sept. 4, 1942, in Trigg County, he was a
Force veteran.
retired self-employed excavator and a member of lion Kentucky Oaks,the female version of the Kentucky Derby.
He was preceded in death by his father, Hubert
He was indefinitely suspended from racing at Louisville's
the Palestine United Methodist Church in Dexter.
Pittman.
Churchill Downs racetrack, where he is third on the all-time jockIn addition to his parents, Barnett Sholar and lsa
He is survived by his wife, Patsy Falwell Pittman, of Murray, to
ey wins list.
Lee (Wilson) Sholar, he was preceded in death by
whom he married Aug. 2. 1968 at New Providence Church of
Judge Ann Bailey Smith set a trial date for July 18.
two brothers, Miles Sholar and Hoover Sholar; and
Christ, his mother, Blanche Hendon Pittman,of New Concord; two
Molar
Albarado was charged with domestic assault last year in an incione sister, Launa Miller.
sons. Van Pittman and wife Liz. of Murray and Grant Pittman of
dent involving his estranged wife, but the charge was dismissed.
He is survived by his wife, Glenda (Calhoun)Sholar, to whom he
Charlotte. N.C.; two sisters, Sharon Pittman and Diane Thomas,
was married for 48 years of Aurora; and one daughter, Michelle
Man accused of putting rat poison in coffee
both of New Concord; three brothers, Junior Pittman and wife,
Jones, of Cadiz.
RICHMOND,Ky.(AP)- A central Kentucky man is behind
Sheri,Sammy Pittman and wife,Dora and Benny Pittman and wife,
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home,
bars after police say he put rat poison in his wife's coffee.
Cindy, all of New Concord; three grandchildren, Savannah,
Benton.
Police say 55-year-old William Cain of Richmond is lodged at
Dakotah and Cash Pittman. all of Murray,and several aunts, uncles,
the Madison County jail on a charge of attempted murder.
nieces, nephews and cousins. •
Richmond Police Chief Larry Brock told the Lexington HeraldExpressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to the
Leader that officers sent a substance found at the bottom of the
New Concord Church of Christ, P.O. Box 319, New Concord, KY
coffee pot for testing, but were "satisfied" after their investigation
42076 or Ivy Cemetery, 2060 New Providence Road, Murray, KY
that it was rat poison.
42071. Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfunerThe Richmond Register cited family court records in reporting
alhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Deborah Cain had filed for divorce earlier this year, but the
that
Funeral Home.
By HILLEL ITALIE
as best they can," he said upon motion was withdrawn in April.
AP National Writer
receiving the Caldecott Medal
Jail records do not indicate whether William Cain has an attorCrystal (Christy) Diane Ileggins Colson
NEW YORK(AP)- Maurice in 1964 for "Where the Wild ney.
Funeral services for Crystal (Christy) Diane Higgins Colson. 39, Sendak didn't think
of himself Things Are," his signature book.
of Murray. Ky., were held at 2 p.m. Tuesday, May 8, 2012, at the as a children's author,
but as an "And it is through fantasy that Another elementary school may close
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with the Rev. Bobby Joe author who told the truth
about children achieve catharsis. It is
ONEIDA,Ky.(AP) Another elementary school in eastern
Edmonson and the Rev. Jack Henshaw officiating. Burial followed childhood.
the best means they have for Kentucky may close its doors.
in the Outland Cemetery. Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m.
"I like interesting people and taming wild things."
The Clay County school board says it is considering that option
Monday, May 7,2012,at the funeral home.
kids are really interesting peoRarely was a man so uninter- for Oneida Elementary due to budget constraints and a decreasing
Mrs. Colson died at 4:35 p.m. Friday, May 4, 2012. at Saint ple," he explained to The ested
in being loved or adored. student population.
Thomas Hospital. Nashville,Tenn.
Associated Press last fall. "And Starting with the Caldecott. the
The discussion comes a week after Letcher County officials
She was a member of the Old Path Missionary Baptist Church. if you didn't paint them in little great
parade marched on and on. decided to close Beckham Elementary at the end of the current
She was the former youth leader at the Cherry Corner Baptist blue, pink and yellow, it's even He
received the Hans Christian school year.
Church and a former LPN at Britthaven of Benton. more interesting."
Some parents in Oneida have voiced concerns about long bus
Andersin award in 1970 and a
She was preceded in death by her grandparents,
Sendak, who died early Laura Ingalls Wilder medal in rides if the school closes. Clay County Schools Superintendent
Mildred Drake and Clarence Ayers.
Tuesday in Danbury, Conn., at 1983. President Bill Clinton Reecia Samples told WYMT-TV that officials are considering sevShe is survived by her husband,Terry Colson,to age 83,four days after suffering awarded Sendak a National eral factors before making a final decision. She says the decision
whom she married on Nov. 11, 1995; two daugh- a stroke, revolutionized chil- Medal of the Arts in 1996
and in will be a tough one to make.
ters, Jessica Lawson and husband, Garen and dren's books and how we think 2009 President Obama
Samples said school board members will take public comments
read
Emily Colson:.two sons. Cody Colson and Dakota about childhood simply by leav- "Where the Wild Things
Are" on the issue at a meeting next Monday, but will not vote on the
Colson; one granddaughter, Haleigh Grace, all of ing in what so many writers for the Easter Egg Roll.
matter.
Murray; parents,Tom and Shelia Langley Higgins. before had excluded. Dick and
Communities attempted to
of Murray; grandparents, John Higgins,of Murray Jane were no match fOr his
ban him,but his books sold mil- Trash found buried in city cemetery
and Jan Morris, of Benton; two brothers, Trey naughty Max. His kids misbeHARRODSBURG,Ky.(AP)- City commissioners in
Colson
lions of copies and his curmudO'Neal and wife, Tiffany and David O'Neal and haved and didn't regret it, and in
Harrodsburg are planning a special meeting to discuss what to do
geonly
persona became as much
wife, Marie; father and mother-in-law, Glen and Delphine Colson, their dreams and nightmares
about trash recently found buried in a cemetery.
a part of his legend as "Where
all of Murray; and several nieces and nephews.
Commissioner Marvin Isham told WLEX-TV that the
fled to the most unimaginable
Serving as active pallbearers will be James Todd, Gordon places. Monstrous creaturei "The Wild Things Are," adapted Environmental Protection Agency was called in, after oil bubbled
Langley, Garen Lawson,Allen Erwin, Jonathan Higgins and James were devised from his studio, into a hit movie in 2009. He up during flooding at the Spring Hill Cemetery. He says he was
Higgins. Honorary pallbearers will be Robert Higgins and Crshawn but none more frightening than seemed to act out everyone's with an EPA representative when digging at the site began and
Knight.
the grownups in his stories or fantasy of a nasty old man with they found dozens of old tires, scrap metal,fencing and car parts
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to St. the cloud of the Holocaust that a hidden and generous heart. No while searching for the source of the oil. Isham says some of the
one granted the privilege could items are from as far back as 2007.
Jude Tribute Program, P.O. Box 1000 Dept. 142, Memphis, TN darkened his every page.
Isham said commissioners plan to hold a special meeting on
38148-0142. Online condolences can be left at www.yorkfuneral"From their earliest years chil- forget his snarly smile, his
home.com. Arrangements were handled by Blalock-Coleman & dren live on familiar terms with raspy, unprintable and adorable Thursday to discuss what to do about the discovery.
York Funeral Home.
disrupting emotions - fear and dismissals of such modern piffle
anxiety are an intrinsic part of as e-books and publicity tours. Couple face charges after leaving child in car
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)- A couple is facing charges for leastheir everyday lives, they con- his misleading insistence that
ing their infant in a hot car while the father got a haircut.
tinually cope with frustrations his life didn't matter.
According to WKYT-TV ,London police arrested Robert
Smallwood and his wife, Rachel,on Monday and charged them
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP) - A Fort Campbell soldier has
with criminal abuse and wanton endangerment.
been sentenced to life without parole in the deaths of his estranged
Investigators said while Robert Smallwood was getting a haircut.
SAN DIEGO (AP) - An found that a marine insect that
wife and another woman in central Kentucky.
a couple walking by the Smallwoods' car heard the 8-month-old
Brent Burke had four mistrials in civilian court in Hardin County, increase in plastic debris float- skims the ocean surface is lay- crying and opened an unlocked door to retrieve the child. The
leading to charges being dismissed, before the Army charged him in ing in a zone between Hawaii ing its eggs on top of plastic bits temperature outside was about 80 degrees.
Police say the baby is fine and is staying with grandparents.
the 2007 slayings of Tracy Burke and her former mother-in-law, and California is changing the instead of natural flotsam like
environment of at least one wood and seashells.
Karen Comer.
Though plastic debris is giv- Programs to help victims can seek funds
Brent Burke was found guilty earlier Tuesday by a military panel marine critter, scientists reportFRANKFORT,Ky.(AP)- Programs that offer services to vicat Fort Campbell. A sentencing hearing was then held, and the jury ed.
ing the insects places to lay
Over the past four decades,the eggs, scientists are concerned tims of violent crime may be eligible for funding through the
set the sentence Tuesday evening.
Tracy Burke. and Corner were found fatally shot at Comer's amount of broken-down plastic about the manmade material Kentucky Justice and Public Safety Cabinet.
Those eligible to apply include public or not-for-profit programs
Rineyville home in 2007 after young children in the home called has grown significantly in a establishing a role in their habisuch
as domestic violence shelters, child advocacy centers, rape
authorities.
region dubbed the "Great tat.
crisis centers, prosecutorial and crisis intervention programs and
Pacific Garbage Patch." Most of
"This is something that other advocacy
programs for direct service to victims.
the plastic pieces are the size of shouldn't be in the ocean and it's
Applications for the funding through the federal Victims of
a fingernail.
changing this small aspect of the Crime Act are due by June 15.
During a seagoing expedition, ocean ecology," said Scripps
The cabinet says the program provides hands-on assistance and
researchers from the Scripps graduate
direct services to victims of crime, such as crisis intervention and
student
Miriam
Institution of Oceanography Goldstein.
follow-up, therapy, group counseling, information and referral.
court advocacy and assistance with victim compensation claims.
For more information, visit
http://justice.ky.gov/departments/gmb

'Where Wild Things Are'
author Maurice Sendak dies

Soldier sentenced to life without parole

Ocean garbage effecting sea life
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Starting At'2499
Dow Jones Ind. Ave. -.12,832.16 • 7637
Air Products
-85.24 - 0.52
Apple
569.09 - 039
AT&T,Inc.
33.04 + 0.04
BUT..
.31.63 - 0.24
Bank of America .....---7.79 - 0.17
Briggs & Stratton _.---.1735 - 0.32
Bristol Myers Squibb -33.21 - 0.25
Caterpillar
-0.70
(henna Texaco Corp _10284.0.47
Daimler Chryskr _____30.38 - 1.13
Dean Foods...----12.72 + 0.40
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor __-__10.61 •015
General FJectrir _-_19.23 - 0.87
Glax&SmitliKline ADR A657Goodrich
124.97 -0.09
Goodyear Tire & Rubber _10.84 - 0.04

• 3-in-I cutbng system
• Automatic braking
system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

TITAN Zero-Turn Mowers

Starting at '5299
• Fully Welded. io gauge
mowing deck
• Marey-Duty frame for superior
stningth and durability
•large drive tires offer
additional stability
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HopFed Bank'
+ 0.64
B M _.--.---_....-201.48 1A2
Kroger ______________22.91 • 0.10
Mattel
1231 - 0.43
McDonalds ...... ............. - 1.96
Merk
38.63 + 0.09
J.C. Penney
.33.22.0.36
Pegaico, Inc.
.66.52 - 0.10
Pfizer. Inc.
- 0.03
Re0ons Financial
....._6.70 - 0.01
Sears Holding Corp........34.85-012
Time Warner -.-.____--35.69 - 031
US Bancorp .----..--3157 0.27
WellPoint Inc
+ 0.28
Wal-Mart ..
59.05 -0.14

utlett t tO

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753 3366 I 800•444 1854

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST
MURRAY, KY

Hours: 13:00 ii.m.-503 p.m. M-F

270-753-2571
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VFW Post 6291 to meet

VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly
Jessica Morris,
meeting Thursday. May 10. at 7 p.m. at the
Community
National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
editor
N. For more information call Flenoy Barrow
at (270) 978-1052.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet

Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all
types of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church,. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield.
For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at
(270) 623-8850.

CCHS Class of 1987 to hold reunion

Anyone who is a member of the Calloway County High
School Class of 1987 or knows someone who is, send email
address and other contact information to Lee Ann Taylor at
drtooth10@mac.com or call (270) 978-0658. The 25th reunion
will be held June 30, at The Maple Center, Murray.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday. May 10, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S.
• Hwy. 121 N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291
will be at 6:30 p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow
at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet
The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla
will meet Thursday. May 10. at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road
Church of Christ, Murray. The meetings are open to the pubtic and interested boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia Canon at 753-4934.

Downtown Saturday Market to open
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The grand opening of the Downtown Saturday Market will
be Saturday. May' 12. from 7 a.m. to noon on Maple Street
on the court square. The public is invited to attend. Available
for purchase include fresh fruits and veggies, meats, homemade
breads and sweets and other goodies. For information call Murraj/ Main Street at 759-9474.

Golf scramble set for May 12
Farmington Volunteer Fire Department will hold a four person golf scramble Saturday. May 12, at 8 a.m. at South Highland Country Club, 3313 State Route 303, Mayfield. Private
carts are welcome. To enter, call (270) 345-2215 or (270) 2472918 or email southhighlandcou@bellsouth.net.

Free computer classes to continue
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The public is invited to attend free computer classes. "Beginning Computer" on Thursdays. May 10, 17, and 24. from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m.; and "Computer Maintenance and Repair" on
Tuesday. May 22, from 5.-7 p.m. at the Calloway County Public Library. Call 753-2288 for information and registration.

Habitat for Humanity accepting applications
The Murray-Calloway County Habitat for Humanity Chapter
is now accepting applications for a partner family for home
ownership. To qualify, each adult family member will be asked
to contribute 250 hours toward qualified projects. Applications
will be available at the Calloway County Public Library.

Murray High SBDM council to hold elections
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Murray High School Site-Based Decision-Making Council
Parent Elections will be held Tuesday. May 15. Nominations
will be accepted until Friday, May 11. Any parent interested
in serving on this council may pick up an application in the
office between 8 a.m. and 3 p.m. Monday through Friday.
CCMS to hold orientation
Calloway County Middle . School will host orientation on
Thursday. May 10. at 6:30 p.m. at the school. The event will
include a group meeting for parents and students with school
tours and information about clubs, sports and activities. All
current Calloway fifth graders and any students who will be
attending CCMS for the first time in the fall are invited and
encouraged to. attend. For more information call Beth Brockman, guidance counselor, at 762-7355, ext. 142.

Deltas of MWC to meet
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Wednesday. May 9. at 11:15 a.m. at the clubhouse. The
program will be "Tasty Food for Emergency Situations" by
Karen Olson. The hostess will be Sally Duford-Foley. All members are encouraged to attend.

Epilepsy Support Group to meet
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Special to the Ledger

Join CFSB Center as they travel to
Churchill Downs for the ultimate horse
racing experience on Thursday, May 10.
Participants will depart from the Main Street
Banking Center in Benton at 6:30 a.m.
and return at 8 p.m. Tickets are $129.99
per person. Limited seating is available.
Call (270) 527-4669 for tickets or more
information.

ir in an incidismissed.

The Epilepsy Support Group, hosted by the West Kentucky
Epilepsy Center, will meet Thursday, May 10, at 6 p.m. Food
and beverages are provided free of charge. For more information call the center at 762-1566.

Zetas of MWC to meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
meet Thursday. May 10. at 11:30 a.m. at August Moon restaurant, Murray for the Zeta spring luncheon. All members are
encouraged to attend.

Butler and Cook
The Rev. Carl and Geneva Butler,of Alm°.announce the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter, Carla Waynette
Butler, to Chad Everett Cook, son of Scherryl and Ed Stations, of
Cadiz and the late James William Cook. Jr.
Miss Butler is the granddaughter of Joyce Duncan Thorne and the
late William "Bud" Thorne, of Dexter and the late William Claud
and Ruby Butler.
Mr. Cook is the grandson of the late Cloyce Gourley and Virginia
Holder Gourley, of Paducah and the late James William Cook. Sr.
and Emma Cook.
The .bride-elect is a 1993 graduate of Marshall County High
School,.Benton. a 1996 graduate of Paducah Community College
with an associate's degree, a 1998 _graduate of Murray State
University, Murray, with a bachelor of science degree itV elementary
education and a 2003 graduate of Union University. Jackson,Tenn..
with a master of education degree. She is employed by the Marshall
County Board of Education. Benton.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Reidland High School,
Reidland. He attended West Kentucky Technical School.
The wedding will take place at 6 p.m. Saturday, May 19,2012,at
Dexter Baptist Church, Dexter. All friends and relatives are invited
to attend.
'

Culver's to donate to
American Red Cross
Special to the Ledger
Culver's of Murray will
donate 10 percent of sales on
Wednesday. May 16. to the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, a nonprofit organization dedicated to
preventing and alleviating
human suffering in the face of
emergencies by mobilizing the
power of volunteers and the
generosity of donors. This is the
fourth year Culver's has partnered with Calloway County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross to raise funds.
Guests simply come in and eat
anytime May 16,and 10 percent
of their receipt will be donated
to the Red Cross. Guests will
also have an opportunity to give
change or additional donations
as part of the Culver's Heroes
Team.
"We'd like to thank Culver's
restaurant and its guests in
advance for being so generous,"
said Jennifer Wilson, director of
the Calloway County Chapter of
the American Red Cross: "We
are so thankful to have a great
support system behind us. and
Culver's has shown such passion for our cause."
Community giving is a shared

MurraL9 Massa e t„

value for all Culver's franchise
partners, managers and team
members. In fact, Culver's of
Murray has a long history of
community support through
Calloway County Schools.
Murray Schools, Murray State
University, Murray-Calloway
County Parks, local churches
and youth groups and Special
Olympics.
"The
Calloway
County
Chapter of the American Red
Cross is a vital part of our local
community and the funds raised
through this event will help our
neighbors in need. We're grateful to our guests who stop by
and show their support for this
important local cause," said Jim
and Kris Foster, owners of
Culver's of Murray.
For more information on the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, visit
www.callowaycoredcross.org.

The following 4-H events are
scheduled for May 7-31.according to Ginny Harper, Calloway
County extension agent for 4-H
youth.
• May 7-12 is a Paperclover
Week at the
Tractor
Supply. 4-H
clubs will
be there to
showcase a
variety of
projects
daily
3-6
Extension between
p.m.
Notes
4-H
By
Needlework
Ginny Harper
will meet
Calloway
County Agent Tuesday.
for 4-H/Youth May 8. at
h
e
Development t
Extension
Office from 3:30-5:30 p.m.
Needlework youth are encouraged to attend.
• Cloverbud Camp will be
held July 27-29 for youth ages
5-8. Applications are available
at the Extension Office. The
deadline to sign up is Tuesday.
May 29.
• The 4-H council will meet
Thursday. May 10, at the Expo
Center Classroom from 4:455:45 p.m. All interested are
encouraged to attend.
• The 4-H Geology and Geocaching club
will
meet
Thursday, May 10. from 3:304:45 p.m. at the Extension
Office. All youth interested in
rocks and minerals are encouraged to attend.
•The 4-11 Shotgun team meets
on Thursdays at the Jackson
Purchase Gun Club at 6:30 p.m.
4-H Shooters must be accompanied by a parent.
• Thursday, May 10, all 4-H
Teen Conference applications
are due. All eighth graders
through high school youth and
their parents are encouraged to
eome find out about this conference., set for June 11-14.
• The Livestock Judging and
Stockman's club will meet
Friday. May II. from 3:30-5
p.m. at the AHT building across
from Calloway County High
School. For more information
call Shawn Harper at 705-78(X).
• The 4-H Rabbits and More
club will meet Tuesday. May 15,
at the Extension Office at 6 p.m.
They will travel to a 4-H youth's
farm to look at their rabbit_ set
up. All interested in rabbits are
encouraged to attend.
• 4-H Camp applications are
available at the Extension
Office; 4-H camp is July 10-13
at Dawson Springs at the West
Kentucky 4-H Camp. The cost
is $180. or four payments of
$45. There are still spaces for
youth ages 9-14.
•The Dusty Spurs Horse club
will meet Monday. May 21,at 6
p.m. at the Extension Office. All
members and interested individuals are encouraged to attend.
Connie Talent. Marie Dolchan
and Andrea White are the lead-

ers. Youth in horse must ha%e
six hours of instruction prior to
showing season.
• Tuesday, May 22. and
Thursday, May 24, from 3:306:30 p.m. is 4-H Robotics Camp
for sixth grade to high school
youth at the CCHS Technology
Classroom. The cost is $25 for
the camp. Limited spots are
available. Call 753-1452 or
Ginny Harper at 293-1558 to
sign up.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky,College
of Agriculture Cooperative
Extension
Service.
The
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
Murray-Calloway
County
United Way.
Educational programs of the
Kentucky
Cooperative
Extension Service serve all people regardless of race, color,
age. sex, religion. disability, or
national origin-.
Please support the

Ai American
j Red Cross
Every Donation Brings Hope

With Mother's Day coming up this
Sunday and graduation at Murray State
Saturday. we are celebrating with
stores tile savings'
We w ill have verything 20-25-and
50% off excluding Lisette, Lisse and
Brighton Jewelry. The sale begins at
10:00 Thursday morning.
As_ a special treat for everyone who
toes on a pair of Lisette pants, they will
he registered for a free pair of their
choice. These pants. shorts and eapri's
are just fabulous. they have the built in
tummy tuck panel and uplift your
behind. They can make you appear 10
pounds thinner.
Lisette pants are perfect to wear with
tunics or shorter tops. Everyone loves
them because they are sti comfortable
and flattering.
We have just received a lot of cute
new tops that will he included in our
sale.
If you have been wanting a pair ot
Not Your Daughter\ Jeans this is the
perfect time. All the denim, excluding
the colored, will be 25% off.
Yellow Box shoes will also be on
salt.
Celebrate with us Thursday. Friday
and Saturday.
Free gift wrapping as always.
Be sure to tell your mother how much
you love and appreciate her. I know I
don't tell mine often enough, so this
will he the perfect time to.
Congratulations to Hannah Oliver,
who won this week's giveaway. Go to
Facebook and click on "Like- or register in the store.
See you at the SALE!!
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...
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VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 2011

The Sontethinv For Everyone Store
305 Soislh 13th • Murray, KY •7534441
www.dkkolly.com
1111.1
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is celebrating

At-MOTHER'S DAY!!!
Pa'

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL!
/5% Off
All Mother's Day Gift Certificates
,tinaftes to all sescons fat Motheis only please')

i.mber of the
Pli 1,1 eaher•

k

email: communitynewstemurrayledger.com

4-H events continue
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Journey with CFSB

n the $1 milky Derby.
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11-time jock-

**fee
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Try on a pair of our Lisette leans
and you are registered to win
a pair for FREE!

%IRAN

301 North 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270-978-0494
www.murrarnossoge.com

/ RI / Gift 1% rappiii..;
305 S. 12th • Murray • 753-7441 • www.dkkelley.corn
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EmmaRae Lou Ernstberger
Jennifer and K. Bryan Ernstberger are the parents of a daughter.
ErnmaRae Lou Ernstberger, born on Tuesday. March 27. 2012. at
11:29 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed nine pounds, eight ounces and measured 19
inches long.
Grandparents are Brenda Jones and the late Barton Jones and
Steve and Cathy Ernstberger. A great-grandmother is Netty
Ernstberger.
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CLOSEOUTS
and OVERSTOCKS

Orr Ca5p&

270-767-1900

41 )
.
• 12th st.• %turns). KY 42071

s
I

Located across from Roy Stewart
Stadium next to Big Lots

we as
[Proud
Murray Winman's Clinic congratulates sonographers Cheryl
Aram and Dawn Clark for their accreditation by both the
American College of Radiologists and the American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine. Their skill and experience
make us proudr.and provides the health care you deser‘e.
"When experience counts,count on our lifetimes Ofexperience"

urray
man s
Clinic
•

AS S. 8th iireet.Murray-4 743-9300
Hoard Certified 114(

Ph sicians
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Simmons and Luker

Webb and Campbell

Shawn and Ken Simmons,of Murray, announce the engagement
Paula and Mike Randolph and Troy and Laura Webb.of Murray,
upcoming marriage of their daughter, Kayla Simmons to Sam
and
daughter,
their
of
marriage
announce the engagement and upcoming
son of Marc and Mary Margaret Luker,of Benton.
Luker,
and
Stan
of
son
Campbell.
Patrick
Jack
to
Webb
Shelby Caitlin
Miss Simmons is the granddaughter of Donald and Charlene West.
Jeannette Campbell. of central City.
Miss Webb is the granddaughter of Daymon and Ann Turner, of of Mayfield and Jerry and Judy Hamiton and the late Kenneth
Simmons. of Mayfield. She is the great-grandaughter of Hallie
Hardin and Bobby and Nevon Webb.of Powderly.
Williams, of Murray and Ruby West,of Mayfield.
Pete
Mr. Campbell is the grandson of Barbara Harris and the late
Mr. Luker is the grandson of Aline Hail and the late George V.
Stan
late
the
and
Harris. of Central City and Willadean Campbell
Jr., of Gilbertsville, and the late Bernard and Charlotte Luker.
Hail
Campbell Sr.,of Sacramento.
bride-elect is a 2011 graduate of Murray State University. She
The
High
County
Calloway
of
graduate
20)8
a
is
The bride-elect
School and is employed by Carpet Decorators. Inc. in Central City. is employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University.
The groom-elect is a 2004 graduate of Muhlenberg North High
'He is employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
School and is employed by Tru-Check Meter Solutions.
The wedding will take place at 6 p.m. Saturday. July 7, 2012, at
at
2012
The Wedding will take place at 3 p.m. Saturday. May 26,
Murray Woman's Clubhouse in Murray. All friends and family
the
at
reception
the
by
followed
Northside Baptist Church in Aim.
to attend.
invited
are
invitare
friends
and
family
All
Murray.
in
Woodmen of the World
attend.
to
• ed

Former Murray resident
Heim publishes novel
Special to the Ledger
Dr Keith M. Heim, who for
more than twenty years was
Head of the Pogue Special
Collections Library at Murray
State University, has published a
novel. Circle of Shadows.
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THINK ENS Cti:STOMER

PPRECIATION DAY!
We're Celebrating YOU!
Stop by the FNB Murray Office
at 1304 Chestnut Street on
Friday, May 11th for a FREE*
gift and refreshments,

It is the story of a fifteen-yearold Nebraska farm boy in the
late 1940's who runs away from
home and winds* with only
the clothes on hi back in a
small town in Altia.
Hiding out from the authorities who will return him to his
father in Nebraska. he is
befriended by an elderly widow,
and,unknown to her. moves into
a dilapidated shed in her backyard. He creates a new identity
and begins a new life working
odd jobs to support himself
while going to school. The
threat of discovery is ever-present.
,
His is a lonely life lived in
shadows on the edge of poverty,
but romance finds him.
However, his friendship with a
Negro boy in the segregationist
South must be kept secret. His
accidental discovery sends the
story in an unexpected direction.
Heim holds a Ph.D in
American history from the
University of North CarolinaChapel Hill and is retired, living
in Lincoln, Neb. The book is
available through bookstores or
at www.iUniverse.com.

Special to the Ledger
DURHAM, N.C. — Abby
Weatherford, a seventh grade
student at Coram Deo Academy,
Hower Mound, Texas, will be
Grand
the
at
honored
Recognition ceremony of the
Talent
University
Duke
Identification Program (TIP).
This talent search program',for
seventh graders, identifies students in 16 states in the
and
Midwest
Southeast,
Southwest who have scored in
the 95th percentile on a gradelevel achievement test. As part
of the program. these academically talented students take
above-level college-entrance
exams (SAT or ACT) to learn
more about their abilities.
The Grand Recognition ceremony honors those who have
earned scores equal to or better
than 90 percent of collegebound seniors who took the
same tests. The event will be
held Monday, May 21, on the
Duke University campus in
Durham, N.C. Dr. William
Chameides. professor and dean

United OA
Way qa,..

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

Abby Weatherford
of the Nicholas School of the
Environment, Duke University,
will be this year's keynote
speaker.
Duke TIP hosts annual recognition ceremonies to honor
those who score highest on
these SAT or ACT exams. This
year, of the over 77,106 participants nationally, 1.995 students
have been invited to the ceremony.
Weatherford is the daughter of
Kim and Diana Weatherford, of
Flower Mound, Texas. She is
the granddaughter of Larry and
Janice Weatherford and the
great-granddaughter of Lejenia
Farris, all of Murray.

HOMECOMING
May 20, 2012
Speaker: Danny Herndon
New Concord Church of Christ

13tIPM 11141.
FDIC
Member 111

www.ThinkFNB.com
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SERVICES SCHEDULE
Sunday Morning Bible Study
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship
1:30 p.m.
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Potluck Maul Sunday Morning Following Untie*:

1304 Chestnut Street•Murray, KY 42071 •(270) 767-1240
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2012 Toyota Highlanders
$1,000 Toyota Rebate

2012 Toyota Avalon XLS
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Rear Spoiler
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Toyota Rebate
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2012 Chevy Traverse 1LT
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CROSSTOWN CLASSIC: CALLOWAY COUNTY 7, MURRAY HIGH 1

Murray High
Tigers ready
for 8th annual
Dreammaker
Classic

Lakers move past
Murray in Classic
FIVE RUN FIFTH
INNING PROPELS •
CALLOWAY COUNTY

SEk EN TEAMS WILL
GATHER TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE
EVENT TO BENEFIT
NATE'S WISH
Staff Report
For the seventh time in
eight seasons, Mike Johnson
and his Murray High baseball
team are gearing up for the
Dreammaker Classic, a one
day event to raise both awareness and money for a local
charity.
Last year's event was
washed out by inclement
weather, but the Tigers were
able to raise over $500 dollars
in 2010 for Lifehouse.
The event, which started in
2006 and now enters it's eighth
season, has raised over $7,000
dollars in donations since its'
inaugural year, and this year's
event will benefit Nate's Wish,
a Paducah child who lost his •
battle with Leukemia just two
months before his eighth birthday.
Nate's Wish was established
as encouragement and distaction for kids with cancer, and
every dollar earned at this
year's Dreammaker Classic
will benefit the charity by providing items to fill a backpack
which will then go to kids battling the dreaded disease.
.The 2012 Dreammaker
Classic will open up Saturday
at Murray State's Reagan
Field, with Franklin-Simpson 1
taking on Graves County at 1
p.m.
Franklin-Simpson will then
square off against Caldwell
County at 3:30 at Reagan
Field, while Ballard Memorial
and Webster County are slated
to begin at the same time at
Tiger Field inside Ty Holland
Stadium.
Murray High and Union
County will play the nightcap
at Tiger Field, in a tilt set to,
begin at 5:45.
The Murray High baseball
team works the event, and all
proceeds from the gate and
concessions will benefit Nate's
Wish.
Caldwell County, Graves
County and Ballard Memorial
have participated in the event
in each of the first seven years,
and Primary Care of Murray
provides the funds necessary to
pay the umpires, insuring that
all proceeds benefit the designated charity.

By GREG WADDELL

JACK KEES Ledger & Times

Calloway County pitcher Ryan Butler picked up a win over Murray High on the
mound last night, scattering five hits over seven innings of work.

Assistant Sports Editor
With one leg of the Crosstown
Classic already in the books, the
Calloway County and Murray
High baseball teams would return
to the diamond yesterday afternoon, taking to Ty Holland
Stadium for round two. That said,
despite the new location, one
thing that wouldn't change would
be the outcome as Calloway
would get the best of their rivals
once again, rolling 7-1.
Still, early on,it was the Tigers
who would have the early advantage, as Sawyer Lawson would
steal home with two outs in the
bottom of the first.
That said, an inning and a half
later, the Lakers - would regain
their footing, pushing home five
runs on five hits. Dain
Satterwhite would pick up
arguably die biggest knock of the
inning on a two run single to left
field, but Garrett Cowen, Tyler
Greer and Wade Carter would all
chip in an RBI each as well.
As for what went wrong in
that inning, Murray High head
coach Mike Johnson pointed to a
couple of missed pitches in particular. Against a team as talented
as the Leiters, that's something
you can't do, he noted.
"We started off pretty
well,"rohnson said, "we just
made some bad pitches in key sit-

uations and they did a good job of
taking advantage of that. We had
a little game plan with their pitching and was in good shape and
then we just didn't make good
pitches. We just lost a little focus
and didn't hit our spots.
"They're a great team and
when you miss spots with them,
they make you pay and that's
what happened. We had a couple
of two strike situations where we
called a certain pitch and didn't
get it in the location we wanted.
When you do that against good
teams, they're going to beat you."
On the mound, Ryan Butler
would get the start for Calloway
and go the distance in the win.
scattering five hits, while striking
out nine. That wouldn't go unnoticed though, as Calloway head
coach Zech Hobbs would brag on
his pitcher for the performance.
'The good thing about (the
win) was .how well Butler performed," Hobbs said with a
smile. "He's a senior for and he's
basically in a pitcher-only role so
we kind of rewarded him. He
works really, really hard for us
and does a good job and just
shows up every day so we
thought,'Man, it's a good opportunity to give Butler a start
against Murray,' and he did a
great job.
"He kept them off'balance.
threw multiple pitches for strikes
and I'm really happy
(
fojor Butler. It
was cool to see him do that well
and our team really enjoyed seeL
See CLASSIC,9A

PREP SOFTBALL: UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS 5, MURRAY HIGH 4

Lady Tigers fall 5-4
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Loss TO UNIVERSITY

HEIGHTS MARKS
THEIR SEVENTH
STRAIGHT
By JACK KEES

JACK KEES'Ledger & Times

Murray High's Rachel Todd watches a pitch during last
night's game against University Heights. After falling
behind 5-0, Murray battled back but came up just short.

Sports Wnter
The Murray High softball
team narrowly missed another
opportunity to end their current
losing streak, but came up short
by one run for the third time in
seven games with last night's 5-4
loss to University Heights
Academy.
The Tigers sent Morgan
Huston to pitch after battling
injuries through the team's first
22 games, and as expected, there
were some early jitters, as she
gave up three hits and walked

three batters while the Blazers
sent five runners across the plate
in the first inning alone.
"This was Morgan's season
debut," Murray head coach Rick
Grogan said. "She's been battling
injuries and this is the first time
she has been out and obviously
we expected her to not be as sharp
as she normally is.
"It took her a little while to
find her groove and they got a
few base runners and got a big
hitter or two and put them on
too."
In the first inning, as the
Blazers were scoring runs with
ease, third baseman Makenzi
Hamby barreled through Murray
High's Shelby Moss at the plate,
which sent her out of the game
with a lower leg injury and the
Tigers moved Elizabeth Grogan

behind the plate for the rest of the
game.
"I haven't talked to the medical people to see what the diagnosis is," Grogan said after the
game. "Hopefully it's not as bad
as it could be."
The Tigers scored one run in
the bottom of the second when
Grogan scored on a University
Heights error, but Maddison
Cohoon's infield blooper got her
thrown out at first.
Neither team scored in the
third, fourth or fifth inning, which
was a credit to Huston. Grogan
said.
"Once she found her groove
she was good, and that's what we
need, that's what we've needed all
year, and unfortunately she's been
hurt, but hopefully moving for•See LADY TIGERS,9A

FIRST REGION TENNIS TOURNAMENT

McReynolds,Jones
fall in 3rd round
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By GREG WADDELL

GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

Calloway County's Matt McReynolds preparea to hit a
forehand during yesterday's match with No. 1 overall seed
Bobby Kaltenbach

2-6 to Lone Oak's best.
Assistant Sports Editor
Still, Calloway County
Traveling to Paducah head coach Cody Brown
Tilghman yesterday after- praised his junior, saying
noon for the third round of that the way he handled
the First Region Tennis himself throughout the
Tournament, both the match was very impressive
Calloway County and
"Matt played extremely
Murray High teams had well,"
Brown
said.
plenty to take in during the "Honestly, probably some
trip.
of the best tennis I've seen
For the Lakers. Matt him play this season. He
McReynolds would be the kept his head in that game
representative, earning the the entire time all the way
right to take on the region's through and I think he
No. I overall seed, Bobby competed very well with
Kaltenbach, after two wins the No. 1 player in the
on Saturday. That said. region.though McReynolds would
For the Tigers, 7th grad
put up a valiant fight, he
would ultimately WI 0-6,
See TENNIS, 9A
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GREG WADDELL 'Ledger & Times

Murray High's Kennedy Jones returns a short during yesterday's third round action at the First Region Tennis
Tournament.
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ing Ryan throw that well.'
Butler himself was much more
subdued about the game, pointing
to his teammates as big factor in
the effort.
"It just seemed like every time
I'd get a runner on base, they'd
hit into a ground ball and our
infielders would turn double
plays or we'd get good catches in
the outfield," Butler said. "They
just bailed me out whenever I
would fall down. It made it a lot
easier."
Still, even if he wouldn't brag
on himself, his teammates would.
"Butler did great," shortstop
Tyler Greer said."He came in and
pitched low so they couldn't get
any hits. and he didn't give them
any runs, we gave them that run.
That was on the defense, but,
overall, he gave us opportunities
to make plays and we made them.
He pitched a great game."
For Murray, Sawyer Lawson
would have a big game, chipping
in a run on three hits. while Zack
Grogan, John Lollar. Aaron
Wilson and Dustin Bevil would
add hits as well.
Up next, Calloway will travel
to Ballard County Thursday for a
,5:30 p.m. tilt, while Murray will
stay at home, welcoming Graves
Cotniy to Ty Holland that day for
a 5 p.m, showdown.
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KHSAA Sports
Prep Baseball
Tuesday
Calloway Co 7 Murray High 1
Ballard Memorial 15 Livingston Central

2
Community Christian Academy 14
Fulton City 4
Lone Oak 3 Heath 0
Paducah Tilghman 12 Hickman Co 1
Graves Co 5 Sikeston Mo 0

SportsBriefs
• Murray High Lady Tiger soccer to hold an informational meeting
for those interested in playing JV or Varsity Girls Soccer in the fall of
2012 Meeting will be held at 5:30PM on Thursday May 10th at the
Mallary France Soccer Complex. In case of rain the meeting will be
moved inside. Items to be discussed include tryout process, summer
schedule, camps, upcoming pre-season and fall season schedules. A
question and answer session will follow. Meeting is open to all girls and
parents grades 9-12 for JV & Varsity teams and grades 7-8 for JV.
Contact Mickey McCuiston for more information at 630-561-0203 oremail at wmccuiston@tcsportz.com.

JACK KEES Ledger & Times

Murray High pitcher Alex Miller delivers a throw to home plate during last night's
Crosstown Classic.
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ward she's going to be able to do
that more." he added.
Huston went three up and
three down in the top of the sixth
with one strikeout, and her team
rallied around her in the bottom
of the inning to add a pair of runs
when Haley Atkins and Grogan
scored..
In the final frame. Huston
wrapped up the complete game as
she gar up only one hit in the
inning and five in the game. The
senior also struckout six and
walked five in the loss.
The Tigers tried to complete
the rally in walk-off fashion, as
they added another run in the bottom of the seventh when Julia
Curtis scored from second on an
error by the frQt baseman.
Elizabeth Grogan followed at
the plate, and but the Blazers
threw out the runner at second for

PERLOW
Attoiwey-At-Law
Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
20.4 S. 6th Street • NIttrrav. kV 42o- I
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AS LOW AS
%
Reidland
to
2-0
fall
Lady Lakers
JUST TEAM'S SECOND LOSS
IN LAST 11 GAMES
Staff Report
Heading to Paducah for last
night's game with Reidland,
the Calloway County Lady
Lakers returned to Murray
with a little more than they
bargained for, picking up a 2-0

loss to the Lady Greyhounds.
Kelsey Douglas would lead
the way from the plate, recording two of the team's three hits
on the night, while Erin Burton
would add the other.
On the pitching end,
Brittany Reynolds would have
a decent night on the mound,
surrendering 10 hits and two
runs over six innings of work.

That said, she would get
ahead early in the counts,
delivering first pitch strikes to
25 of the 27 batters faced.
Up next, Calloway County
will face the most important
game on their schedule as they
travel to Marshall County
Thursday with the No. 1 seed
in the district tournament on
the line.

3.6„u
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HEARING LOSS?

Audiology & Hearing
Center is AudigyCertified"
As the most experienced
Doctor of Audiology in
Western Kentucky, Or. Tony

13r Service Excellence
Guarantee in Writing.
fff Complimentary
75-Day Trial.

Renovation Possible? Think Possible!
Thinking that your home needs a little sprucing up
this year? We can make your Home Remoder
Dreams possible, with our low-interest personal
loan of up to $25,000 with an APR as low as 3.69%!
With interest rates this low, your dreams of cooking
in a bigger kitchen are now made possible.

mostim

Think Loans of Possibilities with FNB!

Milhano has the education,
experience and knowledge
to provide sound solutions
for your life

Whet) you trust us with your hearing,
you don't lust get hearing devices, you get

Ledger 8, iiMPc

the second out, then threw out
Rachel Todd at first to end the
inning and the game, 5-4.
Coach Grogan said after the
loss, the team has not been playing poorly, they have just had
some bad breaks.
"I told the girls the other day,
there have only been one or two
of those games during the slump
where we didn't, put forth the
effort we needed, and we had
three or four games that could
have gone either way. They really worked hard and battled hard
up until the last at bat and we just
haven't been able to get the big hit
when we needed it," Grogan said.
"So we need to get our offense
roniAlLtoP to bottom."
The Tigers have today off and
will try again to right the ship as
they take on Graves County on
the road tomorrow.

PREP SOFTBALL REIDLAND 2. CALLOWAY COUNTY 0

Now
accepting new
patients!

during yesion Tennis

DAVID

•Lady Tigers

as well. Not being intimidated
From Page 8A
by the well known players
er Kennedy Jones would get throughout the region, standthe call, taking on the region's ing her ground and giving that
No. 3 player in Emily Whitnell 110 percent effort no matter
of Graves County. Much like who she's playing (has helped
McReynolds though, despite a her stand out.)"
tough battle, Jones would fall
That said, both coaches also
just short, dropping 0-6, 6-7 had plenty of good things to
decision.
say about the other players that
That said, Murray High
came so close. ,
head coach Bob Schuring also
For Murray, both Jonny
spoke highly of his young star,
and Topaz Prawito
Thiede
noting how far she's come in
nearly advanced asr.,singles,
time.
of
such a short amount
definitely while Zach Travis and tBrian
has
"She
improved immensely from last Puckett, Blake Graham and
year to this year," Schuring Prashant Chakradhar, and
said, "and even growing Hannah Riley and Channing
throughout the season. She Foster came within a game of
played very well the last two the third round as well.
On the Calloway side,
tennis matches that we had
during the regular swon and Laken Balmer and Lilly Swain
then just carried that momen- came within a game of
tum over into the regionals Tuesday after two hard fought
weekend and into (yesterday) games.

or the rest of the
ed to the med. what the diagsaid after the
y it's not as bad

KHSAA Sports
Prep Softball
Tuesday
University Heights 5 Murray High 4
Reedland 2 Calloway Co 0
Paducah Tilghman 18. Carlisle Co 10
Livingston Central X. Christian Co X
Fulton Co X. Fulton City X
Heath 3. Marshall Co 1
Lone Oak 11 Hickman Co 0
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1 We service all hearing
aids, no matter where
you purchased them!

1Yr 3-Year Warranty.'
d 3-Year Loss and
Damage rnsurance.*
gi 3-Years Free Batteries

Stop by our Murray Office Today!

0 We accept and file
your insurance.

1304 Chestnut Street, Suite E •767-1240

Or Norton,.4on Ain 'i,o

Fa theamwaleiwiteopeeinws. „,
call us toll-free at 88.717.0030

1711 N 121 I3ypass • Murray
150 Brett Chase,Ste B • Paducah
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A new va
safely trai

Nel
witl
Broyhill
American Furniture Dual Reclining Pad-Over
Chaise Sofa, New Era Walnut $769
Dual Reclining Console Love Seat with Cup
Holder $769

Lane Dual Reclining Sofa with Heat & Massage
& Drop Down Trey Table Pad-Over Chaise
Leather Retail $2149 Sale $1098
Reclining Snuggler Chair &1/2
Retail $1225 Sale $644

Broyhill Sofa Retail $1085 Sale $598
0-Chair Retail $910 Sale $498

.1114r. 01•011.4•1111.4

Ashley DuraBlend Leather Dual Reclining
Pad-Over Chair Sofa, Dual Reclining Console
Love Seat with Cup Holder & Wedge Retail

American Furniture Chaise Sectional Multi
Combo Retail $1295 sale $788

Klaussner Clovis Toffee Sofa
Retail $1260 sale $788
Love Seat Retail $1207 Sale $728

$3629 sale $1988

'riff /

Broyhill Queen Bed with Storage, Dresser
& Mirror5Piece Set
Retail $5292 sale $2798

Perdue Queen HeadBoard, Dresser &
Mirror, Chest4Piece Set
Retail $1417 Sale $779

Ashley Table &6Chairs,
China 9Piece Set
Retail $6735

Sale $3388

Legacy Counter Height
Table &4Stools
Retail 51572
Sale $898

flLine

Lane Leather
Essentials Swivel
Reclining Chair
& Ottoman
Burgundy/ Beige
Retail $910
Sale $498

Lane Wall Saver
Rocker Recliner
Pad-Over Chaise Lane Pad-Over
Lane Rocker
Green-Blue &
Chaise Leather
Recliner
Chocolate
Rocker Recliner
Retail $542 Retail $752 Retail $1050
Sale $269
Sale $369
Sale $498

Eagle Plasma TV
Console & Hutch
Retail S1606
Sale $898

Ashley
42" TV Stand

Ashley
50" TV Stand

Ashley
60" TV Stand

$339

$379

$439
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All3Styles Available in All3Sizes

0 Serta & Mattress 1st Mattress Sets All Sizes On Sale Twin Full Queen & King
Queen Euro Top Set $398 King Euro Top Set $598

www.flemingfurniture.com
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Tucker MCCH Chief Medical Officer
Robert

Special to the Ledger
Tucker has joined
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital as Chief Medical
Officer, to serve as a bridge
between physicians and the hospital administration.
Tucker will work with MCCH
physicians to make sure their
needs are being met by the hospital and help communicate
with administration. Where in
the past,the CMO was a practicing physician at MCCH nominated by the administration.
Tucker will serve solely as
CMO in a part-time capacity.
"Part of our strategic plan is a

Nit*RRAI-CALLOWM
cout:Ty

'LOOD DONOR L\ I
270.762.1119

Photo provided
A new van will help staff at the Blood Donor Center at Murray-Calloway County Hospital to
safely transfer equipment and donated blood from blood drives to the blood bank at MCCH.

New van will assist donor center
with transporting needed items

98

!8

ht

land

9

Special to the Ledger
The blood donor center at Murray-Callo‘N ay
County Hospital recently obtained a new van that
allows for safe transfer of equipment and donated
blood from blood drives to the blood bank at
MCCH.
The van is used to transport all blood drive
supplies to and from mobile blood drives, which
includes donor chairs, carts, supplies and coolers
for the donated blood.
"We are constantly on the move around Murray
and Calloway County collecting blood, and this
van makes it so much easier," said Beth Wiggins,
donor recruiter.
Many local industries and churches make blood
donation drives a part of their routine. Wiggins
.works with these companies and organizations M
set up and facilitate the drives on regular basis.
A unique benefit to patients who work at the
participating companies. are members of participating churches or donate as individuals is the
credits they received if they are transfused. The

for the hospital. Before that, he
was the CMO and Medical
Director of department of utilization management at a hospital in northern Virginia for four
years. From 1979 to 2005, he
was a triple board-certified
active general, cardiovascular
and .thoracic surgeon. Tucker
obtained his bachelor's degree
in zoology from the University
of Missouri.and stayed for medical school. From 1970 to 1977,
he had a residence in general,
thoracic and cardiovascular surgery at the University of
Virginia.

New recommendations for hysterectomy
technique improve women's quality of life
Special to the Ledger
tent
recommendations

from AAGL and ACOG recommends a" minimally invasive
approach to hysterectomy for
benign reasons. The American
cost of the unit of blood is credited to their bill
Association of Gynecologic
when they or immediate family receives it. Also. .
Laparoscopists and American
donors are able to apply trade credit from their
College of Obstetricians and
donations to a friend or family member in need
Gynecologists help set standard
as a one-for-one exchange. Many patients facing
of care recommendations for
surgery, mainly hip or knee replacement, can
women's health providers
even bank their own blood to be used during
across the country. Recently
their surgery.
released studies continue to
The Blood Donor Center at MCCH was estabsupport use of vaginal and
lished in the 1970s through a fundraising effort
laparoscopic hysterectomy for
by the Murray Lions Club and is one of only two
outcomes, shorterbospital
safer
in-hospital blood banks in Kentucky. The FDAstay,
quicker recovery, and
approved facility saves MCCH the cost of having
fewer
complications. In the
to purchase blood units from outside agencies,
allowing more funds to go toward other health
care improvements.
For more information on the blood bank and
blood donation, call 762-1119 or visit the donor
center located on the first floor of the North
Tower. To get to the center, enter through the
West Entrance off Ninth Street and follow the
posted signs.

National Hospital Week:
'Making Miracles Happen'

focus on the
valued
employees that
serve the community every
day,"
said
MCCH CEO
Jerry Penner.
Tucker is here
to make sure
we are giving
our physicians everything they
need to continue to provide a
high level of healthcare and to
help us move forward as a medical staff."
Prior to coming to MCCH.
Tucker served as a consultant

position statements, both ACOG allows better care for our
and AAGL present data demon- patients and we are proud to utistrating better outcomes by lize the latest, safest techniques
using minimally invasive tech- for
womens
health.
niques such as vaginal and Hysterectomy
approach is
laparokopic hysterectomy.
important - minimizing,or even
Dr. Matt Price applauds these
eliminating incisions allows us
newest position statements from
to provide the best possible care
ACOG and AAGL. -We are
for our patients and recent studexcited to see further evidence
that vaginal and minimally inva- ies verify this approach."
Dr. Forester and Dr. Price are
sive surgery provides our
accepting
new and transfer
patients with improved outpatients
at
Obstetrics and
comes and better quality of
Gynecology
at
Primary Care
life."
Few clinical indications Medical Center and can be conremain for traditional large inci- tacted for more information
sion abdominal approach to hys- about hysterectomy options at
terectomy. "Modern medicine (270)759-9200.

Complete Care at
Primary
Care
1.( 't't 'I It 1.11,4

Special to the Ledger
important role they play in ing trust and goodwill among
A hospital is more than a place extending a sense of trust to our members of the public and evenwhere people go to heal. It is a patients and our communities."
tually spread to facilities across
part of the community that fosThe nation's largest health the country.
ters health and represents hope. care event. National Hospital
A full slate of activities is
From providing treatment and Week, dates back to 1921 when planned for 2012, including
comfort to the sick, to welcom- it was suggested by a magazine employee door prizes on
ing new life into the world, hos- editor who hoped a community Wednesday, May 9, free wellpitals are central to a healthy wide celebration would alleviate ness center access and health
and optimistic community. public fears about hospitals. The screenings on Thursday, May
That's the message organizers celebration., launched
in 10,and an employee cookout on
are touting with the 2012 Chicago. succeeded in promot- Friday, May II.
National Hospital Week theme
"Making Miracles Happen."
The event theme, announced
Find Us On
last week,is the centerpiece of a
Facebook
promotional campaign aimed at
SPECIAL
uniting health care facilities
DISCOUNTS
across the country during the
AVAILABLE,
May 6-12 celebration.
CLOSEOUTS
"National Hospital Week,first
and
and foremost,is a celebration of
OVERST
OCKS
people." said Jerry Penner,
MCCH CEO."We're extremely ea
UP TO
702 N 12th St • MurrJ‘, 10 42071
proud of each member of our
loestod across from Roy Stewart Stsdlum next to Big Lots
staff and we recognize the

270-767-1900 f=

50% OFF!

This weeks Pollen
Index is HIGH

Would you hire a chef
to prepare your taxes?

At Primary Care Medical Center, we arc
dedicated to providing you and your family
with the most advanced care available
anywhere. Each of our physicians and staff
members are proud to serve you.

Then why would you
see anyone but an
allergist for your spring
allergies or asthma?
Richard H. Stout,
• Physician fully trained and qualified in the treatment
of asthma. allergies & sinus disease
• 40 years experience
• Al? forms of therapy FDA approved
• All evaluations done by physician

ALLERGY, ASTHMA
& SINUS CENTER
allergist Toll Free 1-800-756-5551
Office Locations: Murray, KY • Union City, TN

.PrimaryCareMedi
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VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Courton September 28, 2009, and pursuant to subsequent orders, all to satisfy
the Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $88,571.39, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, May 25,
2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
1014 Almo Shiloh Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows:
A part of Section 34, lbvinship 3, Range 5 East, and described by beginning at a
stake on the North edge of the right of way of a blacktop public road known as
the Almo Shiloh Road, which point is at the Southeast corner of the land herein
conveyed and at a common corner to the lands of Alma Roberts; thence North on
a common boundary to the land of said Alma Roberts for approximately 768 feet
to a stake; thence West on a common boundary to said Robert for a distance of
approximately 513 feet to a stake; common corner to Darnell; thence South on a
common boundary to Darnell approximately 585 feet to a stake; thence turning
in a Southwesterly direction, but continuing on a common boundary to Darnell,
for a distance of approximately 210 feet to a stake in the North edge of the right
of way of the Almo-Shiloh road; thence East along the North edge of the right of
way of the Almo Shiloh road for approximately 480 feet to a stake which is the
point of beginning. It is intended that all lands presently owned by Grantors and
situated North of the Almo-Shiloh road, and which were obtained by them as
part of the property described by deed which is of record in Deed Book No. 87 at
page Nos. 248-249, are conveyed to Grantees herein.
Except: A part of Section 34, Tbwnship 3, Range 5 East, and being described by
beginning at a stake on the North edge of the right of way of Kentucky Highway
464, said point being the Southwest corner of the Rudy L. Whitlock property,
thence North with the common boundary with the Whitlock property for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake; thence West on a common boundary
with the Whitlock property for a distance of approximately 125 feet to a stake,
thence South for a distance of approximately 768 feet to a stake in the North
right of way of Kentucky Highway 464; thence East along the North edge of said
right of way for a distance of approximately 125 feet too stake at the point of
beginning.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Wilse Edwards Dunnaway
and wife, Brenda J. Dunnaway by General Warranty Deed from Donald E.
Robinson and wife, Mary E. Robinson, dated and filed December 9, 1980, of
record in Deed Book 161, Page 1801, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk. Brenda J. Dunnaway derived full title upon the death of her husband,
Wibse Edwards Dunnaway (died November 21, 1997 recorded in Book 270, Page
540), pursuant to the survivorship clause in said deed.
And: A triangular tract of land adjacent to the Southwest corner of the 7.241
acre tract occupied by Dunnaway but is the property of R.C. McKinney as per
Deed Book 153, Card 773, and is further described as follows:
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the 7.241 acre tract, said point being located on the North RAY line of Ky. Highway 464 and at the centerline of an old
abandoned road; thence following the North ReW line of Kentucky Highway 464
the following calls; North 63 degrees 52' 13" West 72.06', North 55 degrees 03'
50' West 73.12', North 50 degrees 24' 16" West 110.55 to an iron pin; thence
South 84 degrees 19' 26" East and leaving said roadway 204.50' to a point located in the centerline of the aforementioned abandoned road; thence South 2
degrees 55' 15" East and following the centerline of said road 124.00' to the point
of beginning. This tract contains 0.328 acres and is subject to any additional RA.'
along Ky. Hwy 464 as may be of record.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Dennis Turner, a single person, by Deed from Brenda J. Leech(Ma Brenda J. Dunnaway), and husband.
Howard A. Leech, dated October 25, 2000 and filed November 1, 2000, of record
in Book 359, Page 298, in the office of the Calloway County Court Clerk,

r

Except: A tract of land heretofore conveyed from Anthony P. Marcum, et ux., to
Solomon D. Anderson, et us., dated January 17, 1989, and recorded in Book 173,
Card 1200 in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and being more particularly described as follows:
A 0.841 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray,
Kentucky, December 1988, located at the intersection of Twelfth and Main
Streets in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows.
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract of land, said
point being a *4 rebar set of 30.00 feet West of centerline of Spring Creek
Church Road and 30.00 feet South of centerline of Ellis Wrather Road and 14.28
feet West of an existing iron pin; thence South 11.3'40' West 178.91 feet with the
West side of Spring Creek Church Road to an existing iron pin at the Southeast
corner of the herein described tract of land 16.00 feet West 87°51'37" West
221.98 feet with the Solomon Anderson North Property Line, Deed Book 169,
Card 784 to a *4 rebar set at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract
of land; thence, North 2°59'56" East 155.25 feet with the East aide of Tract I surveyed this date to a #4 rebar set at the Northwest corner of the herein described
tract of land; thence, with the South side of Ellis Wrather Road, the following
bearings and distances: North 85°57'37" East 86.83 feet to a point; North
85°53'09" East 131.27 feet to the point of beginning. This property is subject to
all previously conveyed easements and right-of-ways.
Being the same property conveyed to Cheryl Burkett, unmarried, by deed dated
March 17, 2008 and recorded on March 27, 2008 in Deed Book 737, page 1 in the
Office of the Calloway County Court Clerk
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of gale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty (30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as addition-,
al security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes
This 25th day of April, 2012
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner

Parcel Number: 067-0-0027-A
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent (108-) of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty(30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 1281 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold
subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 11-C1-00319

VS

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00092

PLAINTIFF.

DENNIS TURNER,FIRST KENTUCKY
BANK OF MAYFIELD,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012„ in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $75,584.77, plus interest, attorney fees,
etc.. I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
May 25, 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabouLthe following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
2955 Wrather Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
A tract of land at the intersection of the Ellis Wrather Road (being a 60 foot
right-of-way) and the Spring Creek Church Road (being a 30 foot right-of-way)
and which point of beginning lies at a point which is the Southwest Intersection
of the right-of-way of said roads; thence South 2° 48'2" West for a distance of
180.46 feet along the West right-of-way of Spring Creek Church Road to a point
on Ronny Johnston Northwest corner marked by a ?" iron rod; thence North 85°
40'45" West for a distance of624 (erroneously referred to as 824)feet to a 1" iron
pipe; thence North 3°18'15" East along the Parrish and Sons, Inc. East boundary
for a distance of 127 feet to a point lying 30 feet South of the centerline of the
Ellis Wrather Road, being the Northwest corner of the tract hereby conveyed and
marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88°5'21" East for a distance of 300.42 feet
to a point marked by a 1" iron pipe; thence North 88°12'10" East for a distance of
177.35 feet to a iron pipe; thence North 87.'46'50" East for a distance of 146.15
feet to the point of beginning, marked bye 1" iron pipe and which point lies 15
feet West of the centerline of the Spring Creek Church Road.

U.S. BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
AS TRUSTEE FOR BNC MORTGAGE LOAN
TRUST 2006-2, MORTGAGE PASS-THROUGH
CERTIFICATES, SERIES 2006-2,

This 25th day day of April. 2012
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

NOTICE OF SALE

RONTTAORR,LARRY ORB,COMMONWEALTH
,OF KENTUCKY,COUNTY OF CALLOWAY,
WASHINGTON MUTUAL,INC., FRIA PEOPLES
SECURITY FINANCE CO., REGIONS BANK F/K/A
UNION PLANTERS,ESTATE OF GARY BISHOP,
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,FINANCE &
ADMINISTRATION CABINET,DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE.AND SOUTHERN TAX SERVICES, LLC,
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DEFENDANT)7,

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on September 12,2011,in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of$1,166.65, plus interest, expenses, costs
and attorney fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in
the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on Friday, May 11, 2012, at the hour of 1000 am.,local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and being more particularly described as follows:
Map ID 1039-C-0008
Lot No. Eight(81, beings 1.405 acre tract of Lake Ridge Estates, as shown on
plat of record in Plat Book 15, Page 34,(Slide 339), said plat having been revisea
and flied of record in Plat Book 16, Page 19,(Slide 1427), and the property hereby conveyed being identical on both plats and more particularly described as fol-

Being th
veyance
by deed
6a. Peg

lows:
Beginning on the east edge of Moss Lane at the Northwest corner of the tract
hereby conveyed, the Southwest corner of Tract No. 9 of said subdivision; thence
South 49° 51'54" East for a distance of 550.11 feet to a point; thence, North 01 50'42" West 56.62 feet to a point lying on the South boundary of the cul-de-sac
ending Frances Drive; thence, following the outside perimeter(drive cul-de-sac
to a point lying North 14° 59'05" West 93.76 feet; thence. North 01' 32'08" East
for a distance of 184.69 feet; thence. North 87° 22'26" West 200 feet to a point.
thence. North 86° 05,25" West 200.14 feet to the point of beginning.
This conveyance is subject to all easements, restrictions, rights-of-way, and prior
mineral reservations and mineral conveyances of record, and is subject to those
restrictions and restrictive covenants of record in Plat Book 15, Page 34,(Slide
339), said plat having been revised and filed of record in Plat Book 16, Page 19.
(slide 1427), and all of the same run with the land conveyed, and all of record to
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Being the same land conveyed to Larry Orr,asulyife, Bonita On,by deed from
Harold W. Moils, et ux., dated April 4, 1995, of record in Deed Book 213. page
286, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
Said property is subject to easements (including the easement of record in Book
809, Page 180, in the office of the Clerk aforesaid), and restrictions, zoning regulations, stipulations and agreements of record.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
full within thirty 130) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(30)days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 12th day of April, 2012.
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PLAINTIFF

DISCLAIMER
,
DEFENDANT:

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012.. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $82,593.84, plus interest, attorney fees.
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Friday, May 18, 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the
following described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with its
address being 1701 Olive Street, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly
described as follows
Lota No. 47. 48, and 49 in Block B in the College plane addition to the City of
Murray, Kentucky, plat to which is of record in deed book 87 page 66 in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court The above making one lot 75 feet
east and west by 160 feet north and south.
Jodie Brown obtained title to the above-described property by deed from
Margaret Mae Waldrop, et al., dated August 10, 2006, recorded on August 11,
2006. in Deed Book 668, Page 196, in the Office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court
The aforementioned property shall be wild on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if said an a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)a the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing intermit
at 12% per same= from the data of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty (30)days. A him shall be retained on the property as additional security
All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to
the 2012 ad valorem taxes
This 24th day of April. 2012
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Mester Commissioner
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JODIE L. BROWN.
A/fC/A JODIE BROWN,

I

TAX EASE LIEN INVESTMENTS 1, LLC,
BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING, LP
F/K/A COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS
SERVICING LP,

PLAINTIFF

CHERYL BURKETT,

Legal
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00391

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00009

SUNTRUST MORTGAGE,INC.
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Nov. 6th
THE Murray Lodger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & limos, not
any of its employ's*
accept any resP2n9133ity whatsoever for their
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Jackson Purchase

Medical Center

Physical Therapist
1)ue to growth and expansion IPMC is seeking a
full-time Physical Therapist to loin out team
Lead Biller/Coder

Must demonstrate excellent communication and
customer service skills. Physician Coding
experience and Accounts Receivable Management
experience are requited with Coding Certification
preferred Prior billing office stall supei visors
skills preferred but not requited
Full-time position
Excellent salary and benefit package Submit
resumes to JPMCs Human Resources
Department or fax to 270-25 I -4598
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
Human Resources Department
Mae Medical Center Ord.. Mayfield, KY 420W,
FPO MIPCVM1)
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When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwolit.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwotitcom
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

:MOM WILL LIRE IT
: Give her a subscription to the:
MURRAY

LEDGER &TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
tCalloairy
3a5._.
3 uso.-.S30.00
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1 yr. -.-3103.00 6 mo---SS500
1 yr.....-.....-$1115.011
Ail Other Moll
Subscription%
3 lon----....$48.00 3 mo.--375.00
6 mo.
1 yr.--$120.00 1 yr. --MASAO
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LIFEGUARD
APPLICATIONS
available until
May 11, 2012
at 4PM at the

Murray Calloway
Co. Parka Office
900 Payne St.

Office Hours:
M-F • 8AM-4PM
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Notice
To Unknown Defendants, who are
the heirs or Devisees or Legatees
of JERRY POSEY & their Spouses
and any Unknown Person who
may have an interest in the property
described below

LINES

Re Calloway Circuit Court, Cam
No 12-C1-00179, JPMorgan Chase
Bank, National Asaociation, Plaintiff vs
Unknown Defendants who
are the Heirs or Devisees or Legatees
of JERRY POSEY & their
Spouses and any Unknown Person who may
have Interest in the
Property, Defendants

— Fn. 10 et

Fn.9
-Ne)1, 9 un
— Non.12p.m.
— Tue.1pa.
— Wed.12 p.m
— Tbur.12 p.m.
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0
Legal
Notice

'LAINTIFF,

The undersigned was appointed Warning
Order Attorney by the
Calloway Circuit Court to notify the Unknown
Defendants who are
the Heirs or Devisees or Legatees of JERRY
POSEY & their Spouses
and any Unknown Person who may have
an interest in the following
property
Being a part of the Northeast Quarter of
Section 28, nownship 1, Range
4 East, and also being Tract 1 of a
Minor Subdivision Plat of record in
Plat Book_32, Page IL Slide 3663, and being
further described am follows: Beginning at the point in the centerline
of Laurin* Drive and the
Southeast corner of the herein described
tract, said point being located
30.10 feet West of the Centerline of U.S Highway
841 South and 20.00
feet South of a #4 rebar w/ cap #3175 pet;
thence along the centerline
Lauring Drive, South 89'01'37 West for•distance
of 229.70 feet to a
point at the Southwest corner of the herein
described tract and the
Southeast corner of Tract 2; thence along the East
line of Tract 2, North
00"31'07" West Ipassing through a #4 mbar w/ cap
#3175 set at 20.00
feet), for a distance of 336.08 feet to •#4 rebar w/ cap $3175
wet at the
Northwest corner of the herein described tract and on
the South line of
the Gary L. Ward property !Deed Book 347, Page 7281;
thence along the
South line of the Ward property , North Kr 07'57" East
for a distance of
264.17 feet to a #4 rebar found at the Northeast corner
of the herein
described tract and 30.00 feet West of the Centerline of
U.S. Highway
641 South;thence along the West right of way line of
US. Highway 841,
South 07 07'45" West for a distance of 188.50 feet to•point;
thence continuing with the West right of way line of U.S Highway 641,
South 03°
33'45" West ipassing through a *4 rebar w/ cap #3175 set
at 149.30 feet)
for a distance of 169.30 feet to the point of the beginning.
Together with an subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions
of
record.
This tract contains 1.884 acres according to•survey by N'L
associates
on February 9, 2006.
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Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying
the land which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior
conveyances, and all rights and easements in favor of the estate of said
coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Jerry N. Posey by deed of conveyance from William Kenny Lawrence and wife, Susan Kaye Lawrence
by deed dated February 28, 2006, and flied March 6, 2006 in deed book
fi34, Page aal, in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office.
A foreclosure action has been filed regarding the above described
property and more particularly described in the lawsuit). The
Plaintiff asserts that it is the holder of the promissory note, and the
mortgage securing same, which are in default for nonpayment and
the Plaintiff seeks to force the sale of the property to satisfy the
balance of the note.
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Unless a defense or answer to the lawsuit is made by you on or before
May 23, 2012, a judgement by default may be granted against you.
Copies of the Complaint can be obtained from the Clerk of the
Calloway Circuit Court, Calloway County Judicial Building, 312 N
4th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
Matthew S. Hatfield, Esq
Hatfield Law Firm, PLLC
309 N. 4th Street
Murray, KY 42071
WARNING ORDER ATTORNEY
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00591
JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION,
Successor by Merger to Chase Home Finance, LLC,
VS.

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

GARY L. MAY,
MARY E. MAY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on April 9, 2012, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $61,798.48, plus interest, attorney fees,
etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray.
Calloway County. Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday,
May 25, 2012, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kcittucky, with its address being
101 Gilbert Street, Murray. KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
A tract of land situated in the Town of Hazel, Calloway County, Kentucky;
Section 34. Township 1, Range 4 East, and being more fully described as follows.
Beginning at a point located on the South right of way line of Kentucky 893
, Gilbert Street), said point being 168.50' East of the center line of First Street.
said point also being 144' East of the Northwest corner of the Hoyt Like
Property; thence North 73°00'00" East and following said right of way 84.88';
thence North 74° 19' 20" East and still following said right of way line 156.76'.
thence South 22'33'29" West 88.32: thence South 16°15'45" West 60.31'; thence
South 4°18'33" East 34.87' to a point in the centerline of a ditch; thence South
.31°11'06" East and following said ditch 53.69'; thence South 81° 3444" West
133.08'. thence South 64°57'3T West and still following said ditch 41.36'; thence
North 12° 3840" West 194.70' to the point of beginning. This tract contains 0 831
acres.
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Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Gary L. May and spouse, Mary E. May by
Deed of Conveyance of from Lavelle Stone, an unremarried widow, dated May 1,
2006 and filed May 1st, 2006, of record in Book 642, Page 116, in the office of the
Clerk of Calloway County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent (10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property
shall be sold subject to the 2012 ad valorem taxes.
This 25th day of April, 2012
Respectffilly submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
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4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer
Andrew P Lester - Pnnceton, KY Perform all
duties of Tobacco. Straw/Hay, & Row Crop
Production, including seeding, fertilizing, planting.
plowing, weeding, spraying. irrigating, harvesting, &
packaging, and general farm maintenance.
Employment Dates: 0710112012- 12/10/2012.
Random drug testihg may be done after hire at the
employer's expense Wage of $9 38/hr. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours Tools provided at
no cost Free housing provided to non commuting
workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed
when 50% of contract is met Apply for this job at
the nearest KY Office of Ernproyment 8 Training or
call 270-365-8052 reference lob order KY0451914.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is curer*
accepting applications tor the 1°1ov/rig positions
Slate Registered Nur." Assistants. We oller cornpeeve wages and an excellent barna package.
Apply in person st lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Main Street Hwy 641 S Barton, KY
Center
42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

2e07

Nip Minted

Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center now has
a full-time position for a dietary aide/cook for
nursing home environment. Must be able to
work days, afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Lake Way Nursing and Rehab
Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
No phone calls please
EOEJAAE
Lake Way Nursing and Rehab Center is currently accepting applications for the following
position: RN Midnight shift part-time. We
offer competitive wages and an excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake Way
Nursing & Rehab Center 2607 Main Street
Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE
13 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer:
P L Tobacco, Inc- Hickory, KY. Perform all duties
of Tobacco, Row Crop. & Greenhouse/Nursery
Production; including seeding, fertilizing, planting,
plowing, weeding, spraying, irrigating. harvesting,
& packaging; and general farm maintenance.
Employment Dates: 07/01/2012 - 12/15/2012.
Random drug testing may be done after hire at
the employer's expense_ Wage of $9.38/hr.
Worker guaranteed 314 of contract hours. Tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
non commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met.
Apply for this job at the nearest KY Office of
Employment & Training or call 270-761-3903 reference lob order KY0451854.
6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer:
Robert B. Hayden - Mayfield, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Straw/Hay Production; including seeding, fertilizing, planting, plowing, weeding.
spraying, irngating, harvesting, & packaging; and
general farm maintenance. Employment Dates:
07/07/2012 - 11/01/2012. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at the employer's expense.
Wage of $9.38/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to non commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
500o of contract is met. Apply for this lob at the
nearest KY Office of Employment & Training or call
270-247-3857 reference lob order KY0452333.
First Baptist Church of Mayfield, KY Is currently seeking a full-time Children's Director.
The Children's Director must have a passion for
teaching children, birth through the sixth grade,
about the Truths of God's Word. They must also
be energetic with a willingness to work
alongside parents in the teaching of God's Word.
Interested persons should send a resume to
118 West South Street, Mayfield, KY 42066.
TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/01/2012 THROUGH 12/10/2012 KY0453214
Alph Association, - Murray, KY
2 openings
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Notice

FT position in Calscrt
City
Dependable person a ith
basic mechanical skills,
Environmental
Experience & 40 HR
Harwhopper training a
plus
Must be able to pass drug
screen & physical, obtain
a TWIX card and have

current drivers license
Excellent starting pay &
benefit package
Send Resume to 521 N
5th Street Paducah, ky
42001
IMMANUEL Lutheran
Church is seeking an
organist for our Sunday
services 0 10:00 AM
Please call 270-7536712 for more info,
PRESCHOOL teachers aides needed
apply at Room To
Grow 109 South 13th
Street

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 • 315

The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING, AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIRED CROPS $9.38 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)205 S.6TH ST.
MURRAY. KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE. TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
06/25/2012 THROUGH 12/31/2012 KY0452389
G&G Farms Association. - Murray, KY
6 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order. at the time work is performed.
PLANTING,GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DIVERSIFIED CROPS $9.38 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY. AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE
MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFF/CE)205 S. 671-I ST.
MURRAY, KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also offer an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the state of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025.
EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for KMA
(Kentucky Medication Aide) full-time afternoon
position We offer competitive wages and an
excellent benefit package. Must be licensed in
the state of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S.
Benton, KY 42025.
EOE/AAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE
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H&R AGRI-POWER

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

THE POWER TO GET YOU MORE
AGRICULTURAL EQUIPMENT DEALERSHIP
SERVICE TECHNICIANS
MIR AGRI-POWER, a proven leader in the

Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

agricultural equipment industry with 11 locations in
Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee and Alabama, is moving
its Mayfield store to a new state of the-art 45,000 sq.
ft. facility. Due to this expansion, career opportunities
are available for service technicians.
• Applicants should have experience repairing and servicing
modem agricultural equipment.
• Applicants must be dependable, hardworking and able to
interact with customers in a
professional manner.
• We provide ongoing training
and certification programs with
the brands we represent

150
Articies
For Sale
2 Wood wall showcases 70' wide, 82" tall.
Glass
shelves,
lighted, 3 drawers,2
sliding doors below.
Also misc. Jewelry displays.270-759-1141
CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins
Sells coins
(US and foreign)
at Trends-n-Treasures
in Murray. We buy
coins/collections and
appraise estates.
Dr. Fuhrman,
270-753-4161

We offer an
excellent pay and
benefits package.
Have ownership In
the company you
work for— we are an
ESOP company.

HOW TO APPLY
Apply online at
WWW.hragripower.com/

careers

Or stop by our current
Mayfield location at
2104 State Road 121 S
270-247-4747

JONES STRAWBERRIES: U pick $1.25/qt.
We pick $2.50/qt. 1.8
miles south of Sedalia,
HWY 381.
270-328-8543

ww w.hragripower.corn
6 Temporary Farm Workers Needed. Employer
G A Smith Farms LLC - Mayfield, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production; including seeding, fertilizing, planting, plowing, weeding,
spraying, irrigating, harvesting, & packaging; and
general farm maintenance. Employment Dates:
07/01/2012 - 1212212012. Random drug testing
may be done after hire at the employer's expense.
Wage of $9.38/hr. Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided at no cost. Free housing provided to non commuting workers.
Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when
5000 of contract is met. Apply for this job at the
nearest KY Office of Employment & Training or
call 270-247-3857 reference job order KY0451922.

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/01/2012 THROUGH 12/01/2012 KY0452688
Grayson Farms, - Hazel. KY
4 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed.
PLANTING. GROWING,AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DfVERSIF1ED CROPS $9.38 HR. 34
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE
MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFRCE)205 S.6TH ST
MURRAY, KY 270-753-5,W
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE,TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST,

TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/02/2012 THROUGH 12/15/2012 KY0451856
Workman Farms Inc. - Hazel. KY
8 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order. at the time work is performed.
PLANTING, GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO & DWERSIRED CROPS $9.38 HR. 3/4
CONTRACT HOURS GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS
AND EQUIP. AT NO CHARGE, HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE BEYOND COMMUTING AT
NO COST. TRANSPORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER 50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT DAILY TO WORKSITE.
MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
LISTED IN JOB ORDER. CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE (EMPLOYMENT OFFICE)206 S.6TH ST
MURRAY. KY 270-753-rs2
USING J0+3 ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE, TO SET
UP INTERVIEW. SUBJECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT EMPLOYERS COST.

'TEMPORARY
AGRICULTURAL LABORER
07/05/2012 THROUGH 12/31/2012 KY0452385
P&C Tobacco, - Murray, KY
5 openings
The prevailing hourly wage or piece rate for the
state, agreed upon collective bargaining rate or
federal/state min. wage Adverse Effect Wage
Rate (AEWF) whichever is higher is guaranteed
as a minimum for all work contained in this
order, at the time work is performed
PLANTING, GROWING. AND HARVESTING
TOBACCO $9.38 HR.,3/4 CONTRACT HOURS
GUARANTEED ALL TOOLS AND EQUIP AT NO
CHARGE. HOUSING PROVIDED FOR THOSE
BEYOND COMMUTING AT NO COST. TRANS-PORTATION AND SUBSISTENCE PAY, AFTER
50% OF CONTRACT COMPLETED. TRANSPORT
DAILY TO WOR(SITE. MUST MEET
PRODUCTION STANDARDS
USTED IN JOB ORDER.CONTACT LOCAL SWA
OFFICE(EMPLOYMENT OFRCE)205 S 6TH ST.
MURRAY,KY 270-753-5362
USING JOB ORDER NUMBERS ABOVE TO SET
UP 114TERVIEVV. SUI3JECT TO RANDOM DRUG
TEST AT I3APLOYERS COST.
POST EMPLOYMB4T

Trio Place to Start

•

(270)753-191E

060
Help Wanted
KENLAKE Manna hirng for season. Dock
hands, cooks. waitresses. Contact 270474-2245 or stop by.
Full or part-time,
SCHWARZ
Supply
Source. 250 Melvin
Henley Drive, Murray,
KY 42071 Immediate
openings for experienced
warehouse
workers & forklift. Must
pass pre-employment
drug screens. Must
apply in person.
TAKING applications
for cashier, waitress,
and grill cook. Must
have experience. Send
resume to P.O box
1040-R. Murray KY.
42071.
TUMBLEWEEDS
Southwest Grill is looking for some rockstars!
Now hiring experienced line cooks and
servers. Bring your
skills & positive attitudes. Everything is
more fun
in the
Southwest! Apply within - No phone calls.
090
Domestic 8 Childcare
RCSResidential
Cleaning
Services.
Want your home to
look the best? Put us to
the test! Free estimates. 270-970-4612
AFFORDABLE
WANTED!!! Part-time
housekeeper in mornings thru lunch Call
270-556-6513

SEASONED business
man recently moved to
the Murray area and is
looking for a business.
If you have a good
business to sell at a
fair price. 270-2546121 or e-mail samdsugg@gmail.corn. All
information guaranteed
to remain confidential.
120
C,onputers
MDM COMPUTERS
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy
ALL types PAPER
GOODS: letterheads.
receipts, military, histoncal. Preferably pre1950. 270-293-4510
ALWAYS
buying
antiques, vintage collectibles. One piece or
all. 270-978-0229
270-339-9196
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large. 270293-6999
CASH paid for
good. used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting.
stove,
refrigerator,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows
753-4109
WOULD like to buy a
1972
Calloway
County High School
yearbook.
(270) 293-3374

VACUUM cleaners
Electrolux,
Kirby,
Rainbow.
Jerry
Sporting
Goods,
Mayfield.
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

[South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
Sports Equipment
Motorcycle helmets,
lackets, boots, saddle
bags. Jerry Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY.
260
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
MOBILE home lots
Different sizes, all with
city water. 559-2032

GOING OUT Or
BUSINESS SALE
Newly Remodeled
2BR w/ Large
Shaded Lot
Covered Porches
$9,500
Great Starter Horne
or Rental Property
For An Investor
DON'T MISS OUT!
753-6012

3BR No Pets
293-6116
3BR, 2BA. C/H/A, on 2
wooded
lots
at
Panarama
Shores.
Pets welcome. Call
270-759-4429 nights
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2BR apartments in various locations starting
at $275/mo. Coleman
Real Estate. 753-9898
2BR, 1 BA, all appliances. $650/mo.
978-1286
4BR, 2BA, all appliances.
C/H/A.
Coleman Real Estate.
753-9898
Callosta) Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $175
270-753-8556
1505 Buiguid Dr.
MD 1-800-545-1833

cr

Ext. 283
Equal opportunity

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available
Call for your
appointment
today
270-753-2905
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311
MonFn
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 28R, 2BA,
CM/A, 1.5 blocks from
MSU. Pets okay with
$450 plus deposit
References
required
492-8089.
970-8412.

48
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Northwood

STORAGE

Concepts Sudoltu

2

House for Sale: 1207 Nlimosa Lane. \Iiirrn.
2200 SII, Ft.. 3 bedrooms with 2 tIlasItfl.. 2 balling mis

454 GRANT Ito. • klunear, Kr

S195,1100 270-752-6021
SAFE AND SECURE
STORAGE UNITS
MULTIPLE SIZES TO
FIT YOUR NEEDS

400

270.97 El . 1 1 07
270.9 7

. 1 1 09

Yerit Sets

Homes For Sato

Services Offered

FAMILY
YARD SALE

3BR, 2BA, 1153 sq .ft
1633 Catalina Dr.
Murray. $95.000. Price
reduced. www.10realty.com 270-759-5327.

ALL GREEN
LAWN CARE.

2071
Backusburg Rd.

GARLANE
RENTAL

7am -?
Pampered Chef,
Tuppens are, tools,
dishes, clothing
(girls6-8, men's &
women's 14-3x)
•

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

YARD SALE

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights, Electricity, and 2411 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
320
Apartments For Rent
NEW apartment in
$550.00/mo.
Hazel.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

2-for-1. 3BR. dining
redecorated kitchen
laminate
breakfast,
flooring, C/H/A, new
roof. garage. Additional
1BR house renovated
renting for $500/mo.
hospital/MMS.
Near
$98,500. 753-8585.
2BR 1BA completely
remodeled, large yard.
No pets. $750/month
including utilities plus
first and last months
rent. Puryear TN 2 references and background check required
Available May 1st
after
731-676-6936
5:30 PM
2-car
IBA,
2BR,
garage, large yard, partially fenced. $550 plus
security 978-7441.
Home.
IBA
3BR
Washer/Dryer. dishwasher, C/H/A, garage,
$800/mo 293-3710
3BR, 2BA in Murray.
$800/mo. Call for application and viewing.
270-508-0008
360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

880
Crossland Rd.

USED TIRES

THURS.
FRI. & SAT.
7am - 6pm

Starting at S20
mounted

14. 15. 16 inch

Call 753-5606
Oldsmobile
2001
Aurora with a 3.5
motor. $600.00.
Call 270-293-1624

Misc. Items

360
Storage Rentals

Some Furniture

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St, Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

FOR RENT
paces at best rat.
iccellent location at
N. 4th St with intSpacc•
from 750-21
-oaces can be n
to meet indenclu.
needs. ft you arc
need of office spar,
270-752-0201
OFFICE Space across
from new Court House.
307 N. 4th. 1600/sqft. 4
offices, 2 baths, 1 conference room, 1 reception room, new C/H/A
$850 month.
293-8811, 227-1918
380
Pits & Supplies
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Free puppies to GOOD
homes only. Ready
5/10/12. 227-6086

111111 hut iii

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Thurs - Sat.

if you've got It, we east store it"

0111

Local. reliable.
and affordable.
I

FLEA market every
Saturday of every
month plus 1st and 2nd
Friday of month. $5 for
20x20 spot. Call for
details. Produce vendors welcome. Free to
public. 753-1462 6159
St. Rt. 94 E. in Murray.

1991 Mercedes Benz
420SEL. Beautiful car,
no rust, mechanically
strong & cold air.
Asking $5,500. Call
270-293-1002
Campers

410

2003 Springdale by
Keystone 12ft slideout.
pull.
30ft. bumper
$8.995 270-293-4602

Public Sale
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Boats 8 Motors

Real Estate
Sturrat Ledger & Times fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate alsertised herein
is subject to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makee it
ilk-gal to advertise any preference, limitation or deacominanon based on race. color. tellFoe,sex, handicap. tamilial status Or national ongin, or mien
tion to make any such preferences. limitations or discn minahon.
State laws tortnd dischminahon
in the .ale, rental or advert'swc
of real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under federal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor,reaf eatate which
is not in violation ot the law. All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal iliportunity basis
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene I Milam 71‘li nts.ttine

97 Kawasaki let-ski 3
seater. $1,950.00. '
270-474-2520
1985 Riviera Cruiser
Pontoon Boat 28/ft.
1984 Outboard Evin,
70HP. $4500.00
Call 270-227-9965
Services Offered
All
1-270-753-0353
Carpentry
addiConstruction,
tions, decks, pre-finished hard wood, laminate floors, mobile
home repair, water
227-0587,
damage.
762-7643
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

'Hill Electric
Lake Property
FOR sale or lease
3BR 2BA Lakefron
property with private
dock. Minimum 1 -year
lease. 270-873-7826.
440
Lots For Sale
3 lots in Deenwood
Estates. Lots 93 & 95
are together vv/electric
pole on property. Lots
282 unit 1 has no
amenities. Call 928427-0058. If no answer.
call 928-231-7239.

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
ww.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)

By Dave Given

i 56'
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HIGHWAY $0

STORAGE

Sudeku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obarci is to place the nuMbers 1 to 9
in the empty Squares so that each row each COIL117W1 ancl each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceplis Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU

J

1302 Hoarerroo 0o. 11.1uoito,, K.
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estimate.

270-293-7220
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping,
excavator, back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards. 978-0343.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Borer

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Paving, Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONN"ICHAVIS

270-753-2279

4
3 72
6
4
8
1 9
3

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing.
We Do It All,
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
visit our website
kenkrekylake
remodeling.corn
rgwE ESTIMATES

5 9 376

I 411...11, I

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

_vour\ti
McCUISTON
NC,
ROOF
Repair
Replacement and

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

▪

Owner:
Greg Mansfield

(270)293-8480
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Jones Roofing Co.
*Tear Offs
*Recovers *Repairs
Locally owned Licensed & Insured
"Duality workmanship you can depend on!"

270-293-0354

your slur

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

t,atlimore Electrical Contractors, LI t

Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

www.geclIc.weebly.colii
(270) 759-0890

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
-Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable
& Dependable
Free Estimates.
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
:•
H

•Insured

(270) 489-2839
G&H
CONTRACTING'S
.CONSTRUCTION
LANDSCAPES
x Decorative
Fencing
xDecking
Lie. & Ins.
FREE
CONSULTATION

(270) 978-2623
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
• weekb, & Npc4.141 pickups
• locall) owned/operated

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Yovr Septic finds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

Mowing & trimming.
Small or large yards,
reliable and dependable. Shrubs, mulch,
hauling, gutter work
available. Call Steven.
767-9178 978-7002

MICKEY WILSON

Nan with Tractor & Dozer
•Bushhogging
•Garden Tilling
•Driveway Grading
*Clearing
*Ponds
*Light Hauling
-Lawn & Landscape
Maintenance
?7 27-Q90fr

METAL ROOFS &

BUILDINGS
WALLPAPERING

JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-4931
'FREE ESTIMATES'
Mower
K&B Lawn
Mulching.
Service.
Brian Bean. Free estimates. 436-5430
293-2849

Witigitt's
Carpet & Floor
Covering
Sales .1 Instaliation
45 Years Elperience
Visit Our Showroom
641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Tom Taylor Trail
(270)753-7723
LAWN mowing. Free
estimates. Colby Fox
270-227-9027
MURRAI-CALLOWAY
LAWN CNRE
(

I.:cx in .11

270-293-4020

'The best around
'Cheaper than shingles
'Insulates & increases
valu., of your home
'Energy Star 40yr warranty
'Quick 8. reliable
*Licensed & Insured
Stockwell Exteriors
Mike 227-6238
30 rs. Ex

MITCHELL
BROS.PAVING
.I1 014_1

Residenhai
Installation
& Maintenance
40 yrs. expenence
Locatv Ownedinstirecl

(270)759-0501
ML Garage Doors
repair.
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators
270-293-2357
Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267
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Services Offered

WM 293-8686
6° Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance

4
3
7
8
9
6
1
2
5

need ionteivnere to

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
-24 Hour
Emergency Service
*Locally owned
-Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

3
5
9
4
6
1
8
7
2

6,009

•Firewood
EDWARDS PLUMBING
Service calls, new conwater
struction,
heaters, water lines,
sewer lines. Senior discounts
270-293-5509 or
270-906-2072

7 8
2 6
4 1
3 7
8 2
5 9
9 3
1 _5
6 4

8 5 :6

)ifficti t) Level ***

Pressure
BRAD'S
Washing. Serving the
Purchase Area for over
12 years. Insured &
free estimates.
270-519-0913
Bulldozing
Custom
Free estimates
Greg Renfroe
270-293-0371
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

Answer to previous puzzle

Lo

DEVELOPMENT
new! t °nit& for
*Kitchen.% ei
Hothronnix
•flecks
elmierance Wori
licensed trd Insurt I
(270) 226-5444
ROOF leak? Call a professional. Emergency
roOf repairs and complete new roofs. Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421
ROOF leak? Call a pro'essional Emergency
root repairs and complete new roofs Call
Done Right Roofing
270-492-8421
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David's Home
Improvement
LLC
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Reilltklering & Plumbing
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa S MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
WANTED: Yards to
mow, cheap rates.
270-767-1612
YOUR trash is our
treasure. Colson Complete
O'Neal
Clean Up and Yard
Care Service. Free
estimates. 227-8138 or
436-2263

1:01J S"

HOMEOWNERS • AUTO

A Division of Western Rivers Corporaton

David King

Brian Edwards

Robert Billington

1300 Johnson Blvd - Murray. KY
270-753-8355
insurancecenterof mutt aygins-ctr corn

COMMERCIAL
Including both
General Contractors
and Sub Contractors
Roofers
lawn Care Services
Plus BONDING
for all Contractors
Coverage for
Farm Owners
FIRING PERMIT
LIFE INSURANCE
HEALTH INSURANCE
Individual or Group

136 Years of
Combined Service To
This Great Community
Your Complete
Insurance Agency

Many Choices to
Better Serve You
Gwen Provine

11:1Eickirs
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bill Call, professor of industry
and engineering technology at Murray State University, will retire
July 1. He has been employed by
MSU for 33 years.
Cadet Thomas Givens, son of
Maria Johnston of Murray, recently was awarded the Ranger Bar
for successfully meeting all the
requirements to be qualified as a
Missouri Military Academy Ranger.
John Miller, of Murray, was the
recipient of Kentucky High School
Athletic Association's State High
School Soccer Co-Referee of the
Year award.
In high school baseball, the Murray High Tigers beat Calloway
15-2. Matt Kelleher drove in five
runs with a grand slam and a
squeeze play and Blake Hoover
scattered five hits.
Pictured are students in P3 and
P4 at Murray Elementary School
expressing themselves through
interpretive dance under the direction of Karen Balzer.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School senior
Kelsey Tate Christopher has accepted an appointment to attend the
United States Air Force Academy
in the fall.
Recent births reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
May 5 include a girl to Janet
Gore,Benton; a boy to Becky Boyd.
Hazel; and a girl to Denise and
Paul Parrish,. Murray. For May 6,
a girl to Joanna and Joaetib Smith,
Paris, Tenn.; and a boy to Velinda and Timothy Clevidence, Benton.
Andrew Stephen Littlefield, son
of Steve and Mari Gwyn Littlefield, Murray, celebrated his first
birthday March 28 with a party
at his home. The theme was "Big
Bird."
Thirty .years ago
Calloway County High School
hired Jack Pack as head basketball coach.
Two of Murray's most prominent "doctor families" will be honored when three new facilities at
the MCCH are dedicated or rededicated in ceremonies launching the

observance of National Hospital
Week. They are Mason Memorial Medical Arts Building, Houston Memorial Library and Hugh
Houston Long Term Care Unit.
A recent birth reported at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for
April 30, includes a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Max Parker, Murray. For
May 2, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Travis, Murray.
W. Dan Farris, loan officer of
the Bank of Murray, announced
his resignation from the position
to re-enter military services and
complete his retirement requirements.
Members of the 1982 Murray
High boys track team are George
Moore, Chris Fazi, Randy Halley,
Ken Murphy,Jeff Cartwright,Andy
Parks, Tommy Wagner, Shawn
McClure, Steve Byer. Steve
McDougal, Jay Hayed, Barry
Wyatt. Mark Mayfield,Kenny Denham, Dwayne Gammons and Ross
Bolen. Coach is Jim Harrell.
Forty years ago
Max B. Hurt and Adron Doran
had been named as distinguished
alumni of Murray State University at an annual banquet May 6.
Hurt was a member of the 1927
graduating class at Murray State
College.
Elected as officers of Murray
High School Parent-Teacher Association were Paul Lyons. Jr.,
William Boyd, Mrs. Nell McCuiston and Max Brandon.
Fifty years ago
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. G.T. Lilly, was valedictorian and Richard Workman, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Workman.
was salutatorian of the 1962 graduating class of Murray High School.
Elected as officers of Murray
Lions Club were Bethel Richardson, James D. Clopton. Rob Ray,
James Rogers, Bob Melugin,James
Thurmond. W.B. McCuiston and
Z.C. Enix.
Sixty years ago
Murray Lions Club was to sponsor a bicycle safety campaign May
„JP at Murray High School campus. Kentucky Highway Patrol were
to assist.

COMICS / FEATURES
Attention, chocolate lovers:
prepare to start swooning
DEAR ABBY: I have heard
that your dessert recipes are fabulous and I'd like to have them.
I saw a column in which you
mentioned your cookbooklets. I
hope I'm correct about this,
because I'd be interested in getting them. I have your booklet
of poems and
essays, which
I have read
and enjoyed
many times.
Would
print
you
your personfavorite
al
dessert recipe
and let me
Dear Abby know how to
your
get
cookbook By Abigail
lets?
Van Buren
Warmest
wishes to you. Abby. and thank
you for all your columns. -ANITA B. IN NEW JERSEY
DEAR ANITA: You are welcome. It's hard for me to choose
just one recipe because I have
a notorious sweet tooth, and my
cookbooklets contain more than
a few that I have enjoyed many
times. However, because you
asked for my personal favorite,
it would be one that not only I
have enjoyed, but also one I
have made for friends as gifts - Regency Brownies With Chocolate Frosting. (Because the recipe
yields 4 112 dozen, I confess I
usually keep the "extra" six- to
munch on myself.)
BROWNIES
1 cup butter (2 sticks)
4 ounces -bittersweet chocolate
2 cups sugar
4 eggs
1 cup all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups chopped walnuts
1 teaspoon vanilla
•
FROSTING
1 cup heavy cream

1945, U.S.; officials
In
By the Associated Press
Today is -Wednesday. May 9, announced that a midnight enterthe 130th day of 2012. There are tainment curfew was being lifted
immediately.
236 days left in the year.
In 1951, the U.S. conducted
Today's Highlight in History:
On „May 9. 1712, the Caroli- its first thermonuclear experiment
na Colony was officially divided as part of Operation Greenhouse
into two entities: North Carolina by detonating a 225-kiloton device
on Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific
and South Carolina.
nicknamed "George."
On this date:
In 1754, a cartoon in Ben- - In 1962, scientists at the Massjamin Franklin's Pennsylvania achusetts Institute of Technology
Gazette showed a snake cut in succeeded in reflecting a laser beam
pieces, with each part represent- off the surface of the moon.
In 1974. the House Judiciary
ing an American colony; the capCommittee opened public heartion read, "JOIN, or DIE."

ings on whether to recommend
the impeachment of President
Richard Nixon.
In 1980, 35 people were killed
when a freighter rammed the Sunshine Skyway Btidge over Tampa
Bay in Florida. causing a 1,400foot section of the southbound
span to collapse.
Ten years ago: Following the
example set by Illinois. Maryland
Gov. Parris Glendening suspended all executions in his state while
a study was done on whether the
death penalty was being meted
out in a racially discriminatory way.
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For pain. try NSAID pain
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have
a bunion on my left foot and it relievers such as ibuprofen (Advil,
Motrin) or naproxen (Aleve). Hot
hurts! What can I do?
DEAR READER: With a and cold compresses may also
bunion, your big toe turns inward, help.
If you continue to experience
bending toward, or even under.
the other toes. Since your feet significant pain, you may need
probably are inside shoes and to consider surgery. Surgery will
not easily visible. I'll try to explain partially or completely restore
what happens to your big toe your toe to its normal position.
by asking you The specific procedure will
to look at depend on the severity of your
hand. condition.
your
During recovery from bunion
Look at your
thumb. Feel surgery, you may have to wear
joint a bandage and special shoe, or
the
the possibly a cast if your case is
where
thumb starts more severe. The special shoe
sticking out or cast will protect your foot,
the allowing it to heal, while enabling
from
hand. Unless you to walk on your heel. Somehave times you need to stop putting
you
Dr. Kornaroff arthritis,
the weight even on the heel of the
By
bone in your foot that has had surgery, and
Dr. Anthony
hand and the use crutches or other devices.
Komaroff
first bone in You will also have to stop drivyour thumb are lined up pretty ing for about six weeks.
After the special shoe or cast
straight.
If your thumb developed a is removed, you need to do exerbunion, the bone in your hand cises to regain your strength and
would be pointing outward and flexibility. It can take six months
the bones in the thumb would to recover fully.
We have more information on
be pointing inward.
Bunions most often result from bunions in our Special Health
shoes that squeeze the toes into Report, "Foot Care Basics."
pointy or narrow toe boxes. This (Learn more about this report at
forces the toes to fold over one AskDoctorK.com, or call 877another to fit in. Over time, a 649-9457 toll-free to order it.)
In the future, wear shoes that
. bunion develops. At first, it's just
a little ugly, and it can make it provide sufficient room in the
hard to get into shoes. It may toe boxes. We're not talking tennis shoes -- there are plenty of
not even hurt.
If and when it does begin to attractive shoes that qualify. This
hurt, there are several things you can help to prevent future bunions
can do to ease your discomfort. from developing, or keep existYou can pad the bump with felt ing ones from getting worse.
or moleskin. Or try a shoe stretch(Dr. Kornaroff is a physician
er to stretch the front of your
shoe, relieving pressure on the and professor at Harvard Medbunion part of your foot. Shoe ical School. To send questions,
inserts called orthoses can redis- go to AskDoctorK.cont, or write:
tribute your weight so the bunion Ask Doctor X, 10 Shattuck St.,
doesn't constantly rub against your Second Floor, Boston, MA
shoe. Foot doctors called podia- 02115.)
trists can fit you with these inserts.
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Thursday,May 10,2012:
This year you carry key projects
and goals to completion. If you
are single. you could meet
someone who offers you a lot of
what you want. If you are
attached, your sweetie may long
for some silliness. AQUARIUS
opens doors.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so:
1-Difficult

Iv Jacqueline Bigar
one person enough attention, he
or she can become quite difficult
and touchy. Your instincts will
guide you through difficult
moments.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
*** Others demand to hear
your point of view. You might not
want to share as much as you
need to. Within a meeting and/or
a group, your audience will be
far more receptive.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Slow down and complete whatever you -must You
easily could be overwhelmed by
a situation that keeps popping
up. You might not be sure when
to say "enough," but when you
do, say it loud arid clear.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Where others fail, you
seem to come in with ease and a
solution. Will others follow your
lead? You will not know until you
get to that moment. Creativity
and mental quickness could
make it easy.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Stay close to home. You'll
gain a certain level of comfort as
a result. Deal with a partner or
key person in a far more effective manner. Know what you
want.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be over-

Crosswords

Yards to
rates.
2

WELCOME TO
"ASK THE VET"

prevent bunions

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You make your point
with ease. How others respond
at first might be very positive, yet
one person will prove to be
unusually difficult. Give this person space to turn around his or
her mood and point of view.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
**** You see beyond what
others see. At times, this ability
could seem to be a problem, in
that others do not get what you
are saying and quickly discard
your view. A meeting takes an
unusual tone.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Defer to others, and you
will have an opportunity to gain a
broader perspective. Please
note that when you don't give
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8 ounces bittersweet chocolate. finely chopped
Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
Line the bottom of an 18-by12-by-2 (or 1)-inch baking pan
with baking parchment paper and
spray generously with butter-flavored cooking spray.
In the top of a double boiler. over medium heat, melt butter and 4 ounces chocolate.
Reserve.
In a large bowl, beat sugar
and eggs until fluffy. Add flour
and salt, mixing well. Add chocolate mixture, blending thoroughly. Stir in nuts and vanilla.
Pour into prepared baking pan.
(Batter should be about 1/2 inch
thick, NOT MORE.) Bake for
35 to 40 minutes. or until top
is crisp and toothpick inserted
in center comes out clean. Cool
before pouring frosting over the
top.
For the frosting: Bring cream
to a boil, stirring constantly. Place
chopped chocolate in a medium
bowl: pour boiling cream over
the chocolate and stir to blend
well. Spread thin layer of warm
frosting over top of brownies in
pan. When cool, cut into 2-inch
squares.
My cookbooklet set contains
not only many easy-to-prepare
crowd-pleasing recipes. but also
tips on entertaining. It can be
ordered by sending your name
and address, plus check or money
order for $14(U.S.funds)to: Dear
Abby -- Cookbooklet Set. P.O.
Box 447, Mount Morris, IL
61054-0447. Shipping and handling are included in the price.
If you're a serious chocolate
lover, these brownies will make
your toes curl, and that's a promise. With summer coming and
families gathering for the holidays, now's the time to dust off
your favorite picnic and barbecue recipes. My dessert recipes
have started many a family tradition

Wednesday,Mai 9,21912•511

ACROSS
1
5
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
19
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
34
35
38
41
42
43
45

Singer Perry
Radio-emitting star
Poet Khayyam
Morphine, e.g.
Plant pest
Crooked
Series-ending abbr.
Honey bunch
Dwelling
Sewing aid
Deal maker
Madrid museum
Stow cargo
Tiny particle
Luxurious
"I surrender!"
Easy victim
Neighbor of Mars
Eastern sight
Pupil's place
Lady of riding fame
Notion
Twist of fiction
Diamond scores
Rely
Church area

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
22
23
25
29
30

Show up
Leave out
Partnered
Raw metal
Does some modeling
Maintenance
Tells tales
Shop tool
Put away
Wine choice
Except
Wallet bills
Fixed, as leans
Revered one
Iditarod end
Heidi's home
Charity affair
Crazy talk
Blissful place
Fancy vase

44

whelmed by everything that
comes up. In fact, you hear so
many different points of view and
encounter so many diverse situations, that you might decide to
split early for the weekend.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You might feel as if you
are the only person who is
aware of the costs of proceeding
according to plan. Others seem
overly optimistic. Stop and have
a serious talk. You cannot ignore
the situation.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Your personality fills in
many gaps, and your efforts finish a project. Others might be a
bit too dependent on you. Know
when to let go and encourage
others to go on their own.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might realize that you
are sitting on a ticking time
bomb. With any luck, the storm
clouds will disappear if you say
little. Remain optimistic, despite
the fact that you feel overwhelmed and concerned.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Use this day as if there
were no tomorrow. You could be
surprised by how much you can
achieve when you are left to
yourewn devices. Someone has
special .news that could make
you smile from ear to ear.

Cup, perhaps
Seedy joint
Longings
Comfort
Zeus or Apollo
Flamenco call
Party staple
Lyricist Gershwin
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Free Things to See and Do - Places to go in Kentucky
Over the past several years
some of my friends have said
they would like to do what I'm
doing: writing books about
interesting
places to eat
fun
and
to
places
shop. I've
replied with
much
the
overused
phrase, but
appropriate,
Out & About that "some... Kentucky body had to
Style
do it."
CrissBy Gary P.
crossing the
West
state, visitSyndicated
almost
ing
Columnist
of
all
Kentucky's 120 counties. I have
found that our state is not short
of things to see and do. Some
are probably just down the road
from where you live. Some are
well-known attractions, others
not so much. Some cost to see,
free.
are
some
while
Regardless, all are worth a visit.
What people are looking for
comes in many forms. There are
those that are historical, some
entertaining, others outright fun,
while a few are whimsical or
even quirky. But be sure there is
something for everyone.
I'm going to start in far
Western Kentucky in Columbus,
a small town of 300 residents,
that history documents its significance during the Civil War.
Located on the Ohio River near
where it empties into the mighty
Mississippi, once you visit there
it's easy to understand why the
importance. Its location gave
whoever occupied the high
ground. control of the river.
And then not far from Murray,
in Mayfield,is one of the quirkiest things you'll ever see.
You may travel throughout the
country and visit a lot of cemeteries', but in all probability you
will not see anything like the
Wooldridge Monuments in
Maplewood Cemetery.
It's referred to as The Strange
Procession That Never Moves,
and the oddity of these sixteen
statues lined up as if ready to

move forward in a small-town
parade, is totally out of the
norm. And it has remained that
way since Henry Wooldridge
began commissioning the figures to be placed on a sixteenby-thirty plot in the cemetery
well before his death in 1899.
The statues are so unusual that
they have been written about in
"Ripley's Believe It or Not,"
photographed by the famous,
and used as a movie backdrop.
In the central area of the state
are all kinds of winery tours and,
of course, the Bourbon Trail that
takes in six counties.
Bernheim Forest,just off of I65 at the Clermont exit is beautiful anytime of the year, and so
is Yew Dell Gardens in Oldham
County. The Garden's beginning dates back to 1941, and
over the years has accumulated
a premier collection of some of
the most unusual plants found
anywhere in the United States.
At Harrodsburg is the Shaker
Village of Pleasant Hill, and in
nearby Danville, for four days
every June, is the Great
American Brass Band Festival
on the beautiful campus of
Centre College.
If cars are your thing you're in
luck.
Probably not getting the attention it deserves is the Swope's
Cars of Yesteryear Museum in
Displaying
Elizabethtown.
dozens of classics, this museum
is getting ready to undergo an
expansion that will no doubt
make it a must see for the "car
people."
From now through October
Somerset is the site of
Somernite Cruise, held every
fourth Saturday of the month,
attracting as many as 1,500 classic cars each time.
And, of course, in Bowling
Green is the world-class
National Corvette Museum,
with rotating exhibits, a 50'sstyle café, and some of the most
beautiful Corvettes ever.
If heading in the northern
Kentucky direction some of the
almost-forgotten treasures are
the collection of covered bridges
that are still hanging on. At one
time there were some 400 cov-

ered bridges in the state, but due
to floods, fires, Mother Nature,
and modernization,only thirteen
remain.
These bridges were first built
in Kentucky in the 1790's, and
three of the bridges can be seen
in Fleming County. Other counties that have bridges are
Greenup, Lewis, Robertson,
Bracken, Bourbon, Franklin,
Washington and Mason.
In the far reaches of eastern
Kentucky is perhaps the least
known of Kentucky's State
Parks, the Breaks Interstate
Park. It sits in both Pike
and
Kentucky
County,
Dickerson County, Virginia. It's
one of those odd arrangements
that dates back to 1954 when the
two states got together and
decided they had something special that needed to be developed
so people could come and see.
This 4,500 acre park is often
described as the Grand Canyon
of the South.
Not the easiest place to reach,
it is a little over 30 miles from
Pikeville. Take Hwy. 80 to
Elkhorn City and then you are

New Projection
Technology wows
LBL audiences
Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND, Ky.— The
world's first full-dome, fullcolor digital planetarium with
single lens projection, the
MEDIAGLOBE II, arrived at
Land Between the Lakes(LBL)
National Recreation Area just in
time for the 2012 season.
"This compact, full-color
dome projection system has
thrilled our audiences since we
installed it in March," said Ross
Pond
Golden
Workman,
Planetarium manager."The projection range covers our entire
dome with vibrant colors,sound
and action by using the '3D
astronomical simulation' function. It's amazing!"
New digital videos will entertain and educate people of all
ages. Workman said computer
animated programs will be
offered throughout the day,
starting at 10 a.m. A complete
schedule of planetarium shows
and times can be found on
LBL's website, www.lbl.org,
under the "See and Do" tab.
Topics include "The Little Star
That Could," teaching how stars
are formed; "IBEX-Interstellar
Boundary Explorer" which joins
scientists searching for the edge
of the solar system; and "Earth.
Moon.and Sun" which explores
the relationship between the
earth, moon and sun while
weaving in Native American
traditional stories.
New for this 2012 season only,
school teachers can go to any of
LBL Planetarium MEDIA-

GLOBE II programs for free. To
take advantage of this introductory offer, teachers must present
a valid school administrator or
teacher identification card at the
point of sale to gain admission
for free.
Major funding for the new
projection system came from
the estate of James T. Ramey
through the "Friends of LBL"
organization that manages the
Planetarium for the Forest
Service. To learn more , visit
www.friendsoflbl.org. To learn
more about the MEDIAGLOBE
http://www.koniII, visit
caminolta.com.
The Golden Pond Visitor
and
Planetarium
Center,
Observatory are located south of
on
junction
US68/KY80
National
Trace
Woodlands
Scenic Byway (KY Hwy. 453).
"Friends of LBL" is a nonprofit
partner with the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
which manages Land Between
the Lakes. Together, outdoor
recreation and environmental
education is provided for the
public to enjoy on a 170,000acre peninsula with 300 miles of
natural shoreline. Visitors are
encouraged to review LBL's
official website for a Calendar
of Events, updates on programs
and policies, safety information,
maps and temporary trail and
road closures. Additional LBL
information can be found on the
website or by calling 1(800)
LBL-7077 or (270)924-2000.

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

another twisting-turning-meetyourself seven miles to the park.
It's worth it.
Hopefully, readers can find
plenty to do throughout

Kentucky without having to
travel to far-away lands. In fact
it's probably right in your back
yard so to speak. It's a good
idea to visit your local visitor's

center to see just what all there
is.
There's no excuse. So get up,
get out and get going!
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Photo by Deborah West
This Mayfield cemetery has one of the most unusual monument displays in America, the
Procession that Never Moves.
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THURSDAY,FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!!!
•Thursday 9:00-6:00•Friday 9:00-6:00 •Saturday 9:00-5:00

The Sale Is Taking Place At Our Warehouse Location
112 Mile Past The Store On Hwy 121 North
(The Old K&T Lamp Factory Buildins)
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The Warehouse Workers Have Been Busy Moving Furniture In Place For This Huge Sales Event...,
Prices You Won't Believe!
You Must Stop In & Check Out Our Warehouse Bargains!! Fantastic One-of-A Kind Pieces At
Name Brands Like
Famous
Damage.
Minor
Have
Or
uts,
Everything Must Go!!Some Items May Be Discontinued, Close-O
& Many More
Revington
Peters
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"SELL IT ALL"

SALEHOURS•

•THURSDAY:
9:00-6:00
'FRIDAY:
9:00-6:00
'SATURDAY:
9:00-5:00
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3/10 Mile North of The Purchase Partway On Hwy. 121N
Mirffleid, Ky. 1-800-8213244 or(270)2474620
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